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Abstract

Although we have known about fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) from circular security
assumptions for over a decade [Gentry, STOC ’09; Brakerski–Vaikuntanathan, FOCS ’11],
there is still a significant gap in understanding related homomorphic primitives supporting
all unrestricted polynomial-size computations. One prominent example is attribute-based
encryption (ABE). The state-of-the-art constructions, relying on the hardness of learning with
errors (LWE) [Gorbunov–Vaikuntanathan–Wee, STOC ’13; Boneh et al., Eurocrypt ’14], only
accommodate circuits up to a predetermined depth, akin to leveled homomorphic encryption.
In addition, their components (master public key, secret keys, and ciphertexts) have sizes
polynomial in the maximum circuit depth. Even in the simpler setting where a single key
is published (or a single circuit is involved), the depth dependency persists, showing up in
constructions of 1-key ABE and related primitives, including laconic function evaluation (LFE),
1-key functional encryption (FE), and reusable garbling schemes. So far, the only approach of
eliminating depth dependency relies on indistinguishability obfuscation. An interesting question
that has remained open for over a decade is whether the circular security assumptions enabling
FHE can similarly benefit ABE.

In this work, we introduce new lattice-based techniques to overcome the depth-dependency
limitations:

• Relying on a circular security assumption, we construct LFE, 1-key FE, 1-key ABE, and
reusable garbling schemes capable of evaluating circuits of unbounded depth and size.

• Based on the evasive circular LWE assumption, a stronger variant of the recently proposed
evasive LWE assumption [Wee, Eurocrypt ’22; Tsabary, Crypto ’22], we construct a full-
fledged ABE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and size.

Our LFE, 1-key FE, and reusable garbling schemes achieve optimal succinctness (up to
polynomial factors in the security parameter). Their ciphertexts and input encodings have
sizes linear in the input length, while function digest, secret keys, and garbled circuits have
constant sizes independent of circuit parameters (for Boolean outputs). In fact, this gives
the first constant-size garbled circuits without relying on indistinguishability obfuscation. Our
ABE schemes offer short components, with master public key and ciphertext sizes linear in the
attribute length and secret key being constant-size.

Keywords. attribute-based encryption, laconic function evaluation, functional encryption,
garbled circuits, lattice, unbounded.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, there has been remarkable progress in developing a diverse array of
homomorphic primitives. They enable computations involving secrets in a non-interactive and
reusable manner, all while ensuring data privacy and/or integrity. This advancement has real-
ized long-sought-after primitives such as fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [RAD78,Gen09],
attribute-based encryption (ABE) [SW05,GPSW06], functional encryption (FE) [SW05,GPSW06,
O’N10,BSW11], and indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) [DH76,BGI+01]. Additionally, a plethora
of intriguing concepts have emerged, including laconic function evaluation (LFE) [QWW18a],
reusable garbling [GKP+13b], homomorphic commitments and signatures [BF11,GVW15b], con-
strained pseudorandom functions [BW13], among others.

A central research objective is to develop homomorphic primitives supporting all unrestricted
polynomial-size computations, with no predetermined bound on the parameters such as description
size, input length, and depth. Notable successes in this pursuit include the development
of FHE from circular security assumptions [Gen09,BV11], as well as FE and iO from well-
studied assumptions [JLS21,JLS22]. These constructions accommodate unrestricted polynomial-
size circuits. Since iO serves as a powerful tool for achieving other cryptographic goals, the
latter results imply the feasibility of FHE [CLTV15] and ABE [GGH+13a,JLL23] for unrestricted
polynomial-size computations, and potentially other homomorphic primitives.

However, beyond these two successes, progress has stagnated, particularly concerning ABE and
related primitives. ABE provides fined-grained access control for encrypted data, allowing data
owners to encrypt data tied to public attributes x. Users hold partial decryption keys linked to
various access policies f , ensuring that a ciphertext can only be decrypted by keys with matching
policy, i.e., f(x) = 1. The state-of-the-art ABE construction based on the hardness of learning with
errors (LWE) by Boneh et al. [BGG+14], following the initial work by Gorbunov, Vaikuntanathan,
and Wee [GVW13], only supports circuits up to predetermined (polynomially bounded) depth,
akin to leveled homomorphic encryption. This depth dependency presents itself in two ways.
Functionally, it requires fixing a bound d on the maximum computation depth when generating
the master public key, limiting subsequent computations to depths below d. In terms of efficiency,
the scheme’s components — master public keys, secret keys, and ciphertexts — grow in length
polynomial in d. Such dependency has been inherited by other homomorphic primitives that
employ techniques developed for ABE, including predicate encryption [GVW15a], homomorphic
signatures [GVW15b], and constrained pseudorandom functions [BV15].

Even in the simpler scenario with just one secret key published, there is no known solution to
overcome the depth limitation. Hence, we only have 1-key ABE for bounded-depth circuits, and sim-
ilarly for LFE [QWW18a], 1-key FE [SS10,GVW12,GKP+13b], and reusable garbling [GKP+13b].

In summary, without using iO, we are limited to leveled versions of ABE and related
homomorphic primitives. However, these primitives are intuitively closer to homomorphic
encryption in terms of capabilities and techniques than to iO. Gentry [Gen09] introduced the
bootstrapping technique based on circular security assumptions to remove depth dependency in
FHE. However, after nearly fifteen years, there is no equivalent of bootstrapping for ABE, even
when considering circular security assumptions and other lattice-based assumptions. In this work,
we aim to fill the gap and give direct lattice-based constructions of unbounded depth ABE, LFE,
1-key FE, and reusable garbling. Such direct constructions without relying on iO yield simpler,
more efficient, and post-quantum secure schemes.
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1.1 Our Results

We present the first lattice-based constructions of ABE and several related primitives supporting
circuits of unbounded depth (and size). Our constructions come in two versions. In the single-key
setting, we construct 1-key ABE, LFE, 1-key FE, and compact reusable garbling schemes, based
on a circular security assumption. In the multi-key setting, we achieve full-fledged ABE (secure
against unbounded collusion) by leveraging a new evasive circular LWE assumption, which is a
variant of the recently proposed evasive LWE assumptions [Wee22,Tsa22]. Notably, our LFE, 1-key
FE, and reusable garbling schemes enjoy (asymptotically) optimal succinctness (up to polynomial
factors in the security parameter). Their input encoding/ciphertexts scale in length linear in the
input length, while function encoding/secret keys are of constant size (for Boolean-output circuits),
independent of circuit size or depth. In fact, we obtain the first constant-size garbled circuits
without using iO, irrespective of the reusability property. Our ABE schemes have the same level of
succinctness. Compared to prior constructions, our schemes eliminate the multiplicative overheads
that grow polynomially with the maximum depth of the computations.

Below, we describe our results in more detail.

Depth-Unbounded LFE, 1-Key FE/ABE, and Reusable Garbling from Circular LWE.
Circular security assumptions postulate that LWE samples are pseudorandom even when they
are used to encrypt the underlying secret vector. We rely on the following specific circular LWEcircular LWE
assumptionassumption (Assumption 1):

with Afhe =

(
Afhe

rTAfhe::::::

)
, S = AfheR− bits(rT,−1)⊗G,

it holds that Afhe, S, A
′
, rTA

′
::::

≈ $, $, $, $,

where r consists of small Gaussian entries, G is the gadget matrix, Afhe
$← Zn×m

q , A
′ $← Zn×m′

q ,

R $← {0, 1}m×m′′
for some appropriate m,m′′ and any polynomial m′, and independent Gaussian

noises are added to the terms with wavy underlines. Here, Afhe is a public key with the
corresponding secret key s = (rT,−1)T satisfying sTAfhe = 0

:
, and S is a circular encryption of (the

bits of) s under the secret key s, both generated honestly using the Gentry–Sahai–Waters FHE
scheme [GSW13]. The assumption states that this circular encryption together with the other LWE
samples are jointly pseudorandom. It is almost identical to the circular security assumption needed
for bootstrapping the [GSW13] FHE scheme, except here the secret key is small Gaussian instead of
uniformly random. In the literature, circular security assumptions with small secrets have already
been used, e.g., for bootstrapping the Brakerski–Gentry–Vaikuntanathan FHE scheme [BGV12].

Assuming the above circular LWE assumption, we construct depth-unbounded LFE, 1-key FE
(implying 1-key ABE), and compact reusable garbling schemes, all achieving optimal succinctness.

Laconic Function Evaluation. Introduced by Quach, Wee, and Wichs [QWW18a], LFE enables
one party, Alice, to compress a large circuit C into a short digestC . Using this digest, Bob can
encrypt any input x in a way that allows Alice to recover C(x) without learning anything else
about x. In LFE, the digest size and the encryption time (consequently, the ciphertext) are small
— much smaller than the circuit size. It is a useful primitive in secure computation, implying
Bob-optimized 2-party function evaluation and MPC protocols with laconic online computation.
The prior construction of LFE [QWW18a] uses techniques developed in the constructions of ABE
by [BGG+14] and 1-key FE of [GKP+13b], and inherits their depth dependency. The common
reference string, circuit digests, and ciphertexts all grow in length polynomially in a bound on
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the computation depth (specified when generating the common reference string). Assuming the
circular LWE assumption, we remove such dependency.

Corollary 17 (LFE). Under the circular LWE assumption, there exists a very selectively secure
LFE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and bounded input/output lengths L,L′ with

|crs| = O(L), |digestC | = O(L′), TEnc = O(L+ L′), |ct| = O(L+ L′).

In the above statement and rest of this introduction, O(·) hides poly(λ) factors.

1-Key Functional Encryption. Sahai and Seyalioglu [SS10] introduced the idea of single-key FE
and gave the first construction based on public-key encryption, followed by [GVW12] extending it
to the setting with a bounded number of keys. However, these schemes only support circuits of
bounded size, with components scaling with the maximum circuit size. Goldwasser, Kalai, Popa,
Vaikuntanathan and Zeldovich [GKP+13b] presented the first single-key succinct FE, handling
unbounded-size but bounded-depth circuits, where the components grow with the maximum
depth of the computations instead of maximum size. Later, in the same work that introduced
LFE [QWW18a], it was shown that LFE can be transformed into a succinct single-key FE scheme,
using just a non-succinct single-key FE scheme such as the ones based on public-key encryption.
Applying the same transformation to our LFE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and size
immediately yields a single-key FE for the same class of circuits.

Corollary 18 (1-key FE, implying 1-key ABE). Under the circular LWE assumption, there exists
a very selectively 1-key simulation-secure FE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and bounded
input/output lengths L,L′ with

|mpk| = O(L+ L′), |skC | = O(L′), |ct(x)| = O(L+ L′).

Reusable Garbled Circuits. An important application of single-key FE is reusable garbling
introduced by [GKP+13b]. Here we consider reusable garbling that guarantees input privacy but
not circuit privacy (i.e., the circuit C being garbled is public and does not need to be included in
the garbled circuit). It enables converting a circuit C into a garbled form Ĉ together with a public
key pk. Using pk, one can encode an unbounded number of inputs xi into encodings x̂i’s, which,
together with Ĉ and pk, reveals only the outputs C(xi). As noted in [GKP+13b], 1-key FE scheme
with succinct components implies succinct reusable garbled circuits — the garbled circuit is an FE
secret key and the input encoding is an FE ciphertext. Therefore, our 1-key FE for unbounded-
depth circuits immediately implies reusable garbled circuits with optimally succinct garbled circuit
and input encodings.

Corollary 20 (reusable garbled circuits). Under the circular LWE assumption, there exists a
selectively secure reusable garbling scheme for circuits with

|Ĉ| = O(L′), |pk| = O(L+ L′), |x̂| = O(L+ L′),

where L,L′ are the input/output lengths of C.

Optimal Succinctness. We remark that our LFE, 1-key FE, and reusable garbling schemes for
Boolean-output circuits have optimally succinct components. The digests/secret keys/garbled
circuits have constant size independent of any aspect of circuit complexity. The sizes of
ciphertexts/input encodings are linear in the length of the inputs encoded, which is necessary
in order to hide the inputs. We remark that even for standard (non-reusable) garbling schemes,
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constant-size garbled circuits were not known before without using iO. While our notion of garbling
does not hide the circuit, it is easy to generically transform such a garbling scheme to also hide
the circuit — encrypt the circuit C using a one-time rate-1 secret-key encryption scheme to obtain
a ciphertext C̃ and garble the augmented circuit C ′ that on input the right secret key k and the
original input x, decrypts C̃ using k to obtain C and computes C(x). The new garbled circuit
consist of C̃, garbling of C ′, and labels for k, and has rate-1 size (|C|+O(1)).

Full-Fledged Depth-Unbounded ABE from Evasive Circular LWE. We also construct full-
fledged depth-unbounded ABE assuming a stronger assumption, called the evasive circular LWE
assumption, which incorporates circularity into the evasive LWE assumption of [Wee22,Tsa22]
(more on that later).

Construction 4 (depth-unbounded ABE). Under the evasive circular LWE assumption and
the circular LWE assumption, there exists a very selectively secure ABE scheme for circuits of
unbounded depth and bounded input length L with

|mpk| = O(L), |skC | = O(1), |ctx| = O(L).

The secret key size of our ABE scheme is constant, while the master public key and the ciphertexts
are compact, of size linear in the maximum attribute length. We can further remove the
predetermined bound L on attribute length by applying the generic transformation of [GKW16] to
obtain an ABE scheme for, truly, all polynomial-size computations, at the price of increasing the
secret key size to be linear in the input length of the function encoded.

Corollary 24 (attribute-unbounded depth-unbounded ABE). Under the evasive circular LWE
assumption and the circular LWE assumption, there also exists a very selectively secure ABE scheme
for circuits of unbounded depth and input length with

|mpk| = O(1), |skC | = O(L), |ctx| = O(|x|),

where L is the input length of C in skC .

The Evasive Circular LWE Assumption. We explain the evasive circular LWE assumption at
a high level. The evasive LWE assumption [Wee22,Tsa22] asserts that LWE samples (sTB+ eT

B)
remain secure even in the presence of low-norm trapdoors B−1(P) mapping B to another (not
necessarily random) matrix P, provided that (rTB+ eT

B, r
TP+ eT

P) (with fresh random noises eP)
are jointly pseudorandom. A simple formal version is the following. Fix an efficiently sampleable
joint distribution S of matrices A

′
,P and auxiliary information aux ∈ {0, 1}∗, the evasive LWEevasive LWE

assumptionassumption postulates that

if 1 : B, A
′
, P, rTB

:::
, rTA

′
::::

, rTP
:::

, aux ≈ 2 : B, A
′
, P, $, $, $, aux,

then 3 : B, A
′
, P, rTB

:::
, rTA

′
::::

, K , aux ≈ 4 : B, A
′
, P, $, $, K, aux.

Here, B $← Zn×m
q for m = Θ(n log p), and K $← B−1(P) is a low-norm matrix satisfying BK = P.1

The public-coin version of this assumption requires that aux contain the random coins used for
sampling from S.

Our multi-key depth-unbounded ABE scheme relies on a stronger variant of the evasive LWE
assumption, where both the precondition and the postcondition additionally include a public key

1K can be efficiently sampled using a trapdoor [MP12] of B.
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Afhe of [GSW13] and a circular encoding of the secret key. The circular encoding consists of two
parts — a circular encryption S of the secret key under itself, and the attribute encoding [BGG+14]
of S using the same secret and a matrix Acirc. More formally, fix an efficiently sampleable joint
distribution of Acirc,A

′
,P, aux, the evasive circular LWE assumptionevasive circular LWE assumption (Assumption 2) stipulates

that

if 1 , Afhe, S, Acirc, sT(Acirc − S⊗G)
:::::::::::::::::

≈ 2 , $, $, Acirc, $,

then 3 , Afhe, S, Acirc, sT(Acirc − S⊗G)
:::::::::::::::::

≈ 4 , $, $, Acirc, $.

Recall that s = (rT,−1)T is essentially the same as r. Note also that Acirc,A
′
,P, aux are sampled

independent of the public key Afhe and the circular ciphertext S, which are honestly generated.

The works of [Wee22,VWW22] argue that for evasive LWE, if the precondition holds, then
no attacks are known against the postcondition. In particular, the family of zeroizing attacks
(e.g., [CHL+15,CVW18,HJL21,JLLS23]) that have successfully ruled out many post-quantum
obfuscation candidates and several recently proposed LWE with leakage assumptions (e.g., [GP21,
WW21,DQV+21]) do not work. These attacks crucially rely on collecting equations of LWE secrets
over the integers from correlated LWE samples (provided by or derived from the assumption or
construction being analyzed). For evasive LWE, this strategy fails, since the precondition ensures
that all LWE samples that can be obtained are jointly pseudorandom, and hence one cannot collect
any useful equation over the integers. Our circular variant adds an FHE public key and a circular
encoding to the precondition and the postcondition, while maintaining the same justification.

Lastly, we remark that it is possible to construct contrived auxiliary information with respect
to which the (circular or non-circular) evasive LWE assumption becomes false (e.g., aux contains
an obfuscation [VWW22]). However, no such counterexamples are known in the public-coin case,
when aux contains the randomness used for sampling the matrices. Our KP-ABE only relies on the
public-coin version of the evasive circular LWE assumption.

Our Techniques in a Nutshell. Our key technical contribution is a new bootstrapping
method for the ABE schemes of [BGG+14]. At a high level, our bootstrapping technique
allows transforming an attribute encoding (sT(A− vG) + eT

+) of a bit v with large noises e+
into another encoding (sT(A′ − vG) + (e′)T) of the same bit with smaller noises e′ of some fixed
magnitude. Moreover, the new matrix A′ can be derived efficiently from A and other public
matrices, independent of s, v, and the noises. The reason that the scheme of [BGG+14] only
supports evaluating circuits with a priori bounded depth d is the follows. Starting from an
input encoding (sT(A− x⊗G) + eT), for any circuit C, the homomorphic evaluation procedure
produces an output encoding (sT(AC − vG) + eT

+), where the noise is exponential in d. To allow
decryption, the modulus q (chosen when the scheme is set up) must be larger than the maximum
output noise, upper-bounding the maximum depth of circuits that can be handled. Now, using
our bootstrapping technique, when the noise becomes too large, we can simply reduce the noise to
obtain a refreshed encoding (sT(A′ − vG) + (e′)T), and perform further homomorphic evaluation
on it. Since bootstrapping can be applied for an unbounded number of times, we can handle circuits
of unbounded depth.

Our ABE bootstrapping is inspired by the FHE bootstrapping [Gen09], but differs significantly.
The idea of FHE bootstrapping is publishing a circular encryption S of the secret key s, and
whenever a ciphertext C becomes too noisy, one can homomorphically evaluate the decryption
function Dec(·,C) with the ciphertext hardcoded inside, over the circular ciphertext S to obtain a
new, less noisy, ciphertext C′ of the same plaintext. Unfortunately, throughout the past decade, it
remained unknown how to adapt FHE bootstrapping to the context of ABE.
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Our ABE bootstrapping proceeds roughly in two steps. The first step adapts the rounding (or
modulus reduction) technique used in the FHE scheme of [BGV12] to the ABE setting. Rounding an
attribute encoding (sT(A− vG) + eT

+) mod p näıvely would cause the modulus to decrease, leading
again to depth-bounded evaluation. Instead, our new technique first rounds and then recovers the
modulus. But after recovery, the result is not a well-formed attribute encoding, rather, it should be
regarded as a “noiseless ciphertext” of form (RndPad(s)− vsTG), where vsTG is the payload and
RndPad(s) is a “blinding factor” that depends only on s and public matrices. We complement round-
then-recover with another procedure generating an encoding of form (sTA′ − RndPad(s) + (e′)T)
with small noises, which then gives a well-formed attribute encoding (sT(A′ − vG) + (e′)T) for the
same bit v with small noises. The second step crucially relies on an attribute encoding of the
circular ciphertext, sT(Acirc − S⊗G) + eT

circ, as described in our evasive circular LWE assumption.
More details in the technical overview (Section 1.3).

Lastly, we mention that it is not clear how to combine our bootstrapping techniques with the
lattice trapdoor techniques employed in prior ABE constructions [GVW13,BGG+14]. As a result,
our security proof does not rely on trapdoor simulation, more similar to recent works [QWW18a,
LLL22,Wee22]. This contributed to our full-fledged ABE schemes relying on the evasive circular
LWE assumption. We leave the question of removing the new assumption as an interesting future
direction.

1.2 Related Works

Table 1 summarizes the current state of KP-ABE for circuits.

ABE Constructions Using iO and Related Primitives. Prior to our work, depth-unbounded
ABE and (1-key or multi-key) ABE with depth-independent succinctness were only known using
the strong tools of iO or iO-related primitives. The work of [GKP+13a] builds ABE for Turing
machines from extractable witness encryption and SNARK. Both the existence of extractable
witness encryption and that of SNARK are knowledge assumptions in nature, and the only
candidate of extractable witness encryption relies on differing-input obfuscation [ABG+13], which
is even stronger than iO. It is well known that iO itself implies FE for unbounded-depth
circuits [GGH+13a], which implies ABE for unbounded-depth circuits. However, the direct
construction yields an FE with non-succinct secret keys, of size polynomial in the circuit size.
The recent work of [JLL23] uses such FE with non-succinct keys to construct FE and ABE for
random-access machines (RAM) with succinct components. All the components of their scheme,
the master public key, secret keys, and ciphertexts, are of constant size, whereas the master public
key and ciphertexts of our ABE schemes still scales with input length.

ABE Constructions Without iO. As mentioned earlier, the lattice-based ABE schemes
of [GVW13,BGG+14] support circuits of a priori bounded depth and input length, and the scheme
of [BGG+14] has components of size polynomial in the maximum depth. Several follow-up works
improve their construction on the fronts considered in this work. The work of [LLL22] improves
the secret key size from poly(d, λ) to poly(λ), but unfortunately still suffer the constraint of being
depth-bounded and have the master public key and ciphertexts of size polynomially dependent on d.
In addition, their scheme is designed in the generic pairing group model, thus not post-quantum
secure. Observe that if using the [LLL22] scheme to construct LFE, 1-key FE, or resuable garbling,
the resulting schemes would still have ciphertexts/input encodings scaling with computation depth,
hence not optimally succinct.

Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan [BV16] presented an ABE scheme supporting unbounded at-
tributes and satisfying semi-adaptive security, based on and modified from the scheme of [BGG+14].
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Table 1. Comparison among select KP-ABE schemes for circuits.

reference depth-
unbounded |mpk| |skC | |ctx| assumptions

[GGH+13a] ✓ poly(L) poly(|C|) poly(L) iO
[GKP+13a] ✓ O(1) O(1) poly(L) exWE & SNARK

[AS16] ✓ O(1) poly(|C|) poly(L) iO
[AJS17] ✓ O(1) O(|C|) O(L) iO (subexp)
[AM18] ✓ O(1) poly(|C|) O(L) FE

[KNTY19] ✓ O(1) poly(|C|) poly(L) FE
[GWZ22] ✓ poly(L) poly(|C|) O(L) iO
[ACFQ22] ✓ O(1) poly(|C|) poly(L) FE & DE-PIR

[JLL23] ✓ O(1) O(1) O(1) FE

[GGH+13b] Lpoly(d) |C|poly(d) Lpoly(d) MMaps
[GVW13] Lpoly(d) |C|poly(d) Lpoly(d) LWE
[BGG+14] Lpoly(d) poly(d) Lpoly(d) LWE

[BV16] O(1) O(L) + poly(d) |x|poly(d) LWE

this work, 1-key ✓ O(L) O(1) O(L) csLWE
this work ✓ O(L) O(1) O(L) evcsLWE
this work ✓ O(1) O(L) O(|x|) evcsLWE

L, d, |C| are the input length, the depth, and the size of C, and |x| is the length of x in
attribute-unbounded schemes. For schemes supporting Turing machines or random-access
machines, the shown efficiency is that when the scheme is used for circuits. In component
sizes, poly(λ) factors are ignored. For assumptions: exWE is extractable witness encryption;
subexp means subexponential security; FE is for circuits; DE-PIR is doubly efficient private
information retrieval; MMaps is multilinear maps; csLWE is circular small-secret LWE;
evcsLWE is evasive small-secret LWE; only the heaviest assumptions are listed.

Goyal, Koppula, andWaters [GKW16] presented a generic transformation converting any selectively
secure attribute-bounded ABE into a semi-adaptively secure attribute-unbounded one. As men-
tioned above, the transformation of [GKW16] can also be applied to our depth-unbounded ABE
scheme to further remove the predetermined bound on attribute length, yielding a scheme that
handles truly all polynomial-size computations.

1.3 Technical Overview

In this section, we present the core techniques of our unbounded homomorphic evaluation before
exemplifying its usage with attribute-based laconic function evaluation (AB-LFE).

[BGG+14] Bounded Homomorphism. Our starting point is the attribute encoding and its
homomorphic evaluation due to [BGG+14]. Let G be the gadget matrix. Given public matrix A
and LWE secret s, the encoding of x (bit-string) is sT(A− x⊗G)

::::::::::::::
, where the wavy underline

indicates the presence of noise. Given a circuit C with Boolean output, one can compute a low-
norm matrix HC , and both C and x, a low-norm matrix HC,x, satisfying

(A− x⊗G)HC,x = AHC − C(x)G =⇒ sT(A− x⊗G)
::::::::::::::

HC,x = sT(AHC − C(x)G)
::::::::::::::::::

.

The procedure can be regarded as evaluation on a matrix-valued circuit x 7→ C(x)G, and it can be
extended to such circuits having arbitrary matrix output (not just multiples of G).

The norms of HC and HC,x grow exponentially with the depth of C, which translates to the
noise growth. Once the modulus q is fixed, it puts a polynomial bound on the depth — O(log q) at
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the very most. After some a priori fixed polynomial depth, the noise will grow beyond tolerance.
Beyond correctness, the security proof of [BGG+14] also relies on H being low-norm. Clearly, the
crux of the matter is controlling noise growth during homomorphic evaluation.

Inspirations from FHE. In fully homomorphic encryption literature, there are two major ways
of dealing with noise, rounding and bootstrapping.

Let M (factor of q) be a rounding resolution, C a low-depth subcircuit, x an input, and
AC = AHC the public matrix for C. As a first attempt, after evaluation of C with noise about to
overflow, we might try⌊

(sT(AC − C(x)G) + eT
large) mod q

M

⌉
= (sTAC,small − C(x)sTGsmall + eT

small) mod
q

M
. (1)

The secret s is now assumed to be low-norm. Here, esmall contains both the rounded elarge and the
rounding error. Rounding reduces the absolute magnitude of noise, but it also shrinks the modulus,
and the modulus-to-noise ratio remains large. Therefore, rounding does not enable unbounded
homomorphic evaluation by itself.

Bootstrapping reduces the noise without diminishing the modulus. Let hct(x) represent an
FHE ciphertext of x. Suppose HEval is the FHE evaluation procedure such that

HEvalC(hct(x)) = hct(C(x)) for any circuit C : x 7→ C(x),

where the noise magnitude of the output hct(C(x)) depends on that of the input hct(x) and the
depth of C. To bootstrap, we publish hct(hsk), an FHE ciphertext of the FHE secret key hsk
(encrypted under itself). Given hctlarge = hct(x), which, though still decryptable to x, might
contain large noise, we let Cu(v) be a circuit with u hardwired that performs FHE decryption
on u (ciphertext) using input v (key), and run

hctsmall = HEvalChctlarge
(hct(hsk)) = hct(Chctlarge(hsk)) = hct(x).

The output hctsmall is again a ciphertext of x, but its noise magnitude only depends on that
of hct(hsk) and the depth of FHE decryption circuit, not that of hctlarge. This procedure restores
the noise to a fixed amount and helps achieving (non-leveled) FHE. However, it is not clear how
bootstrapping can be applied to attribute encoding [BGG+14] (or more generally, ABE).

Difficulties of Bootstrapping ABE. A näıve envision of reducing the noise in cT = sT(AC − C(x)G)
::::::::::::::::

by bootstrapping is to homomorphically evaluate, on an attribute encoding of s, a circuit Cu(v)
with u = c hardwired that outputs the value (i.e., C(x)) encoded using the input v = s so that2

(wishful thinking) sT(A− s⊗G)
:::::::::::::

HCc = sT(AHCc − Cc(s)G)
:::::::::::::::::::

= sT(AHCc − C(x)G)
:::::::::::::::::::

,

where the output noise only depends on that in sT(A− s⊗G)
:::::::::::::

and the depth of Cc, but not that
in c. There are two issues with this approach.

One is that the circuit Cc is ciphertext-dependent, thus unknown at key generation time, making
it difficult, if possible at all, to generate the key corresponding to the correct circuit. This is also
highlighted by the difference between the security of FHE and ABE — in FHE, decryption works
regardless of the homomorphic computation applied to the ciphertext, whereas in ABE, since the

2Precisely speaking, the attribute encoding (and FHE ciphertexts of s later) is bit by bit for s (and S later), and
needs to include a helper encoding of 1. We let go of those details for a simplified exposition in this overview.
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key is bound to a specific circuit, the homomorphic evaluation must be authenticated and decryption
must implicitly verify that the correct computation is performed.

The other difficulty is that in [BGG+14] homomorphism, it is necessary to know the value being
encoded, so evaluating a circuit on s requires knowing s, which we cannot afford as revealing it
would destroy security.

Our Unbounded Homomorphic Evaluation. We achieve unbounded homomorphism for
[BGG+14] attribute encoding by combining rounding and (circular-FHE-style) bootstrapping.

Noise Removal. We make rounding noiseless. Recall that esmall in Equation (1) contains both the
rounded elarge and the rounding error. To remove the former, we round when ∥elarge∥ is much less
than M . To get rid of the latter, we draw inspiration from the learning with rounding (LWR)
assumption — instead of taking s out from rounding, we keep it inside:⌊

(sT(AC − C(x)G) + eT
large) mod q

M

⌉
=

(⌊
(sTAC + eT

large) mod q

M

⌉
− C(x)sTGsmall

)
mod

q

M

(with high probability) =

(⌊
sTAC mod q

M

⌉
− C(x)sTGsmall

)
mod

q

M
.

For the first equality to hold, we need M to be a power of two so that M | G (ignoring the small
entries in G for now) and C(x), s, G

M are integral hence can be freely taken out of rounding. The
second equality holds when elarge does not introduce carrying/borrowing. Intuitively, s

TAC for AC

arising from homomorphic evaluation should just be random, hence is likely to be far away from
the boundary of rounding jumps.

Rounding transfers the encoding to a smaller modulus q
M . We restore the large modulus q by

multiplication:

M

⌊
(sT(AC − C(x)G) + eT

large) mod q

M

⌉
=

(
M

⌊
sTAC mod q

M

⌉
− C(x)sT ·MGsmall

)
mod q.

We want to recover G, but MGsmall only contains the large powers of two in G. We also glossed
over the issue of entries in G less than M when rounding. The fix is to rearrange G by small and
large portions GL,GR and amplify GL by M before rounding. Let Q be the permutation matrix
such that (GL,GR)Q = G, then the rounding procedure is⌊

sT(AC − C(x)G)
::::::::::::::::

G−1(MGL,GR) mod q

M

⌉(
I

MI

)
Q.

The matrix multiplying C(x)sT is (note that the quantity being rounded is integral)⌊
GG−1(MGL,GR)

M

⌉(
I

MI

)
Q =

(
GL,

GR
M

)(I
MI

)
Q = (GL,GR)Q = G,

and the other part is a rounded pad dependent on AC and s,

RndPadAC (s) =

⌊
sTACG

−1(MGL,GR) mod q

M

⌉(
I

MI

)
Q.
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Bootstrapping. After noise removal (rounding and modulus restoration), the encoding is no longer
amenable to [BGG+14] homomorphism. If we can compute sTA′

C − RndPadAC (s)::::::::::::::::::::
for some (other)

public matrix A′
C related to C, we will be able to continue homomorphic evaluation using

sTA′
C − RndPadAC (s)::::::::::::::::::::

+ (RndPadAC (s)− C(x)sTG) = sT(A′
C − C(x)G)

::::::::::::::::
.

This naturally calls for homomorphic evaluation on s. But again, we cannot perform [BGG+14]
evaluation on s as it must not be known to the evaluator for security. Instead, we circularly
encrypt s, perform [BGG+14] evaluation on its ciphertext S under itself, and employ the dual-use
technique of [BTVW17] for automatic decryption.

In the FHE scheme of [GSW13], the secret key is sT, a ciphertext is a matrix C, and decryption
is noisy linear. Suppose C encrypts xT, then sTC = xT + noise.3 The technique of [BTVW17] is to
use the same s for attribute encoding and FHE secret key. We additionally publish

(circular encryption) S = hct(s), (circular encoding) sT(Acirc − S⊗G)
:::::::::::::::::

.

Given AC , we evaluate HEvalRndPadAC
on attribute S, which yields the desired

sT(Acirc − S⊗G)
:::::::::::::::::

HHEvalRndPadAC
,S

([BGG+14]) = sTAcircHHEvalRndPadAC:::::::::::::::::::

− sTHEvalRndPadAC
(S) = sT

AcircHHEvalRndPadAC↑
A′

C:::::
− sTHEvalRndPadAC

(hct(s))

([GSW13]) = sTA′
C:::::
− sThct(RndPadAC (s)) = sTA′

C − RndPadAC (s)::::::::::::::::::::
.

Note that FHE decryption happens automatically when an FHE ciphertext is evaluated on the
attribute. The noise in sTA′

C − RndPadAC (s)::::::::::::::::::::
, thus that in sT(A′

C − C(x)G)
::::::::::::::::

, only grows with the
depth of HEvalRndPadAC

, which is fixed and does not grow with that of C.

Summary. By removing noise and bootstrapping after every gate, we keep the noise at a fixed
level hence achieve unbounded homomorphic evaluation. Abstractly, the procedure gives rise to
two efficient algorithms (corresponding to HC ,HC,x of [BGG+14])

UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C) = AC , UEvalCX(Aattr, c
T
attr,Acirc, c

T
attr, C,x,S) = cT

C ,

satisfying (with high probability)

UEvalCX(Aattr, s
T(Aattr − x⊗G)

:::::::::::::::::
,Acirc, s

T(Aattr − S⊗G)
:::::::::::::::::

, C,x,S) = sT(

UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc,C)
↑
AC − C(x)G)

::::::::::::::::

if S is a circular [GSW13] encryption of s.

One More Thing. We highlight a technicality here. Recall that noise removal relies on sTAC being
far away from the boundary of rounding jumps. The intuition was sTAC is (pseudo-)random, but
in reality, sTAC = sTAHC for some low-norm HC dependent on A. Although sTA is marginally
random, HC has complicated dependency (described by C) on it, so the distribution of sTAC is not
easy to work with. For our scheme, the last entry of s is always −1, in the worst scenario without
considering the exact structure of HC , for every z, there exists a function H : A 7→ H outputting
a low-norm matrix that makes sTAH(A) = zT happen with overwhelming probability.4

3The formulation in [GSW13] is different. For their bit encryption, we can regard xsTG as the plaintext xT. It
extends to any vector xT and to ciphertexts homomorphically evaluated for vector-valued circuits. (See Section 2.5.)

4For most z, this H is not known (nor believed) to be efficiently computable.
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We take advantage of the fact that the low-norm HC is efficiently computable. Our technique
is to introduce (another, independent) noise e. Under the LWE assumption, (sTA+ eT)HC is
indistinguishable from δTHC (for δ random and independent of HC). The latter can be shown to
be far away from the boundary of rounding jumps. (See Lemma 8.)

Alternatively, the issue can be worked around by adding a random shift to the value before
rounding. The shifts can be generated using a PRF key.

Laconic Function Evaluation. Putting things together, we present our AB-LFE construction
using unbounded homomorphic evaluation. Its components are

crs = (Aattr,Acirc), digestC = AC , ctx(µ) = (x,S, cattr, ccirc, z, cmsg),

where S =
(

Afhe

sTAfhe+eTfhe

)
R− s⊗G is the circular ciphertext, and

cT
attr = sT(Aattr − x⊗G) + eT

attr, cT
circ = sT(Acirc − S⊗G) + eT

circ,

cmsg = sTACG
−1(z) + emsg + µ · ⌊q/2⌉

are the attribute/circular/message encodings. To decrypt when C(x) = 0, run UEvalCX to obtain

cT
C,x = sT(AC − C(x)G)

::::::::::::::::
= sTAC:::::

,

which can be used to cancel sTACG
−1(z) in cmsg for message recovery.

The security proof when C(x) = 1 involves two steps. First, simulate message encoding using

sTACG
−1(z) + µ · ⌊q/2⌉

:::::::::::::::::::::::
= µ · ⌊q/2⌉+ cT

C,xG
−1(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸

sT(AC−C(x)G)G−1(z)
::::::::::::::::::

+

=1︷ ︸︸ ︷
C(x) · sTz

:::
.

Then, invoke circular LWE on secret s to hide µ with the pseudorandom pad sTz
:::

.

2 Preliminaries

The security parameter is λ, which is omitted for brevity except in definitions. Efficient means
probabilistic polynomial-time. Adversaries might also be given poly(λ)-bit advice dependent on λ.5

All circuits are Boolean and use only conjunction, disjunction, and negation gates. For conceptual
reasons, the domain/codomain of circuits might be written as any finite set, but pragmatically, the
input/output are always encoded as bits. We write A $→ B for distributions over B indexed by A,
i.e., a randomized function mapping A to B.

Vectors are denoted by boldfaced lowercase letters, and matrices, boldfaced uppercase letters.
They are indexed using brackets, not subscripts, so w1,w2 are two vectors, and W[i, j] is an entry
ofW. We write In (or simply I) for the n× n identity matrix, and 0n×m (or simply 0) for the n×m
zero matrix. When the dimension is clear, the standard basis vectors are denoted by ι1, ι2, . . . , i.e.,
ιi is the ith column of I. We consider the infinity norm and its operator norm:

∥w∥ = max
i
|w[i]|, ∥W∥ = max

i

∑
j

|W[i, j]|.

5The reductions in this work are advice-preserving.
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We strictly follow the convention of vectors being columns. Ifw ∈ Zz is a vector, ∥wT∥ is an operator
norm and ∥wT∥ ≤ z∥w∥. Given an object, we write bits(· · ·) for its fixed-length bit representation,
arrange in a row, i.e., a matrix in {0, 1}1×L for some L. For two matrices A,B of shapes n1 ×m1

and n2 ×m2, their Kronecker product is an n1n2 ×m1m2 matrix,

A⊗B =

 A[1, 1]B · · · A[1,m1]B
...

. . .
...

A[n1, 1]B · · · A[n1,m1]B

 .

A useful property is (A⊗B)(C⊗D) = AC⊗BD whenever all multiplications are compatible.

For a, b ∈ R, we write [a, b) for { z ∈ Z | a ≤ z < b }, i.e., intervals are intersected with Z. Useful
facts are |[a, b)| = ⌈b⌉ − ⌈a⌉ for all a ≤ b, and 2a− 1 < ⌈a⌉ − ⌈−a⌉ < 2a+ 1 for all a. Given a
natural number n, we use [n] as a shorthand of [1, n+ 1). For natural number q ≥ 2, we denote
by Zq the integers modulo q. Matrices over Z are naturally and implicitly mapped to those over Zq

so that they can be arbitrarily mixed for various operations. For z ∈ Zq, the canonical bits(z) is
the binary representation of its smallest non-negative representative (less than q), low to high,
potentially with extra trailing (high) zeros. The expression (z mod q) denotes the representative in[
− q

2 ,
q
2

)
. We also write (z mod p) when p divides q. For x ∈ R, we define ⌊x⌉ to be

⌊
x+ 1

2

⌋
. Bits,

remainder, and rounding extend to matrices entry-wise.

Symbols. Table 2 explains select single-letter symbols used in this work.

Table 2. Non-self-explanatory symbols in this work.

symbol meaning

λ, β,A,S security parameter, challenge bit, adversary, sampler
J, j key count, index

P,X, Y, µ ABE predicate, policy set, attribute set, message
y, C, d policy (abstract), policy circuit (concrete), depth

x,x, L, ℓ attribute (abstract), attribute (concrete), length, index

ι, I,g,G standard basis, identity matrix, gadget vector, gadget matrix
n,m LWE dimension, sample count (shape of matrix with trapdoor)

m′, q, σ LWE sample count, modulus, Gaussian error width
θ,B hardness exponent, error bound

A,A,aT matrix without trapdoor, first n rows, last row
B, τ matrix with trapdoor, trapdoor of matrix

p,P,k,K image, many, Gaussian preimage, many
r, s circular LWE secret without −1, with −1 [sT = (rT,−1)]

e, e, c, δ, δ,∆ error, many, LWE samples, random value, many, many

R,X,C,S FHE randomness, ciphertexts of x, of C(x), of s
H,h, h homomorphic evaluation matrix, column, column function

M,p rounding resolution (dividing q), generic factor of q
GL,GR,Q “left” part of G, “right” part, permutation [(GL,GR)Q = G]

z public vector creating one-time pad
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2.1 Laconic Function Evaluation

Definition 1 (LFE [QWW18a]). Let F = {Fλ,paramF }λ∈N,paramF∈ParamsFλ
be a family of sets of

functions, where each Fλ,paramF is a set of functions { f : Xparamf
→ {0, 1}∗ }, with each Xparamf

being a set described by paramf (which itself is dependent on f) and ParamsF = {ParamsFλ }λ∈N
a sequence of function set description sets. A laconic function evaluation (LFE) scheme for F
consists of four efficient algorithms:

• GenCRS(1λ, paramF ) takes a function set description paramF ∈ ParamsFλ as input, and outputs
a common reference string crs.

• Compress(1λ, crs, f) takes as input crs and some f ∈ Fλ,paramF . It outputs a deterministic

paramf (fully determined by λ, paramF , f) and a potentially randomized digestf . If the
algorithm is randomized, digestf must be a pair whose first element is the random tape
prefix read by that invocation of Compress (i.e., the algorithm is public-coin).

• Enc(1λ, crs, paramf , digestf , x) takes as input crs, paramf , digestf , and some x ∈ Xparamf
. It

outputs a ciphertext ct of x.

• Dec(1λ, crs, f, digestf , ct) is supposed to compute f(x).

An LFE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth is one with

ParamsFλ = { 1L | L ∈ N }, Fλ,1L = { circuit C | C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}∗ },
paramC = L for C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}∗, XL = {0, 1}L.

An AB-LFE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth is one with6

ParamsFλ = { 1L | L ∈ N }, Fλ,1L = { fC | circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×∗ },

paramC = (L,L′) for C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
, XL,L′ = {0, 1}L × {0, 1}L

′
,

fC(x,µ) = (x,µT ∧ ¬C(x)) for C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}L
′
,x ∈ {0, 1}L,µ ∈ {0, 1}L

′
.

Here, “∧” (resp. “¬”) is bitwise conjunction (resp. negation).

Offline-Online Encryption. We consider LFE whose encryption can be decomposed into two phases.
The offline phase only depends on crs and x and outputs a partial ciphertext and a (hopefully small)
state. The online phase only depends on paramf , digestf , and the state (not directly crs, x, part of
which can be passed in the state if needed), and it completes the ciphertext.

Definition 2 (LFE two-phase encryption). Given an LFE scheme (Definition 1), consider two
efficient algorithms:

• EncX(1λ, crs, x) takes crs, x as input. It outputs ctoff and st.

• EncD(1λ, st, paramf , digestf ) takes st, paramf , digestf as input. It outputs cton.

The scheme has two-phase encryption of (EncX,EncD) if Enc operates as follows:

1. Run (ctoff, st)
$← EncX(1λ, crs, x).

6Strictly speaking, we should say paramfC , but represent fC by C, so paramC is a reasonable notation.
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2. Run cton
$← EncD(1λ, st, paramf , digestf ).

3. Output (ctoff, cton).

Definition 3 (LFE correctness). Given an LFE scheme (Definition 1), consider ExpadptvLFE✓(1
λ,A):

• Setup. LaunchA(1λ) and receive paramF ∈ ParamsFλ from it. Run crs $← GenCRS(1λ, paramF )
and send crs to A.

• Query. A chooses f ∈ Fλ,paramF . Run (paramf , digestf )
$← Compress(1λ, crs, f) and send

digestf to A.

• Challenge. A chooses x ∈ Xparamf
. Run ct $← Enc(1λ, crs, paramf , digestf , x).

• Test. Run y $← Dec(1λ, crs, f, digestf , ct). If y ̸= f(x), the output of the experiment is 1.
Otherwise, the output is 0.

Expf -selLFE✓ is modified from ExpadptvLFE✓ by requiring A to choose f during Setup together with paramF

(before it receives crs).

The scheme is computationally (resp1. statistically) adaptively (resp2. f -selectively) correct

(default is computational)7 if Pr[ExpadptvLFE✓(1
λ,A)→ 1] (resp2. for Expf -selLFE✓) is negligible for all

efficient A (resp1. all, potentially inefficient, A whose total output length (|paramF |+ |f |+ |x|) is
poly(λ)-bounded).

Definition 4 (LFE security). Given LFE scheme (Definition 1) and a simulator Ẽnc, consider

Expadptv,βLFE (1λ,A) for β ∈ {0, 1}:

• Setup. LaunchA(1λ) and receive paramF ∈ ParamsFλ from it. Run crs $← GenCRS(1λ, paramF )
and send crs to A.

• Query. A chooses f ∈ Fλ,paramF . Run (paramf , digestf )
$← Compress(1λ, crs, f) and send

digestf to A.

• Challenge. A chooses x ∈ Xparamf
. Run

ct0
$← Enc(1λ, crs, paramf , digestf , x), ct1

$← Ẽnc(1λ, crs, f, digestf , f(x)),

and send ctβ to A.

• Guess. A outputs a bit β′ ∈ {0, 1}, which is the output of the experiment.

Expx-selLFE (resp. Expvery-selLFE ) is modified from ExpadptvLFE by requiring A to choose x (resp. x, f) during
Setup together with paramF (before it receives crs).

The scheme is adaptively (resp. x-selectively; very selectively) secure if there exists an efficient

simulator Ẽnc such that Expadptv,0LFE ≈ Expadptv,1LFE (resp. for Expx-selLFE ; for Exp
very-sel
LFE ).

7The strength of correctness is not the same as the nature of its proof. See Footnote 9.
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2.2 Partially Hiding Functional Encryption

Definition 5 (PHFE). Let Φ = {φλ,param}λ∈N,param∈Paramsλ be a family of functionalities, where
each φλ,param is a function Fλ,param ×Xλ,param × Yλ,param → {0, 1}∗ and Params = {Paramsλ}λ∈N is a
sequence of functionality description sets. A partially hiding functional encryption (PHFE) scheme
for Φ consists of four efficient algorithms:

• Setup(1λ, param) takes the functionality description param ∈ Paramsλ as input, and outputs
a pair of master public/secret keys (mpk,msk).

• KeyGen(1λ,msk, f) takes as input msk and some f ∈ Fλ,param. It outputs a secret key sk for f .

• Enc(1λ,mpk, x, y) takes as inputmpk, public input x ∈ Xλ,param, and private input y ∈ Yλ,param.
It outputs a ciphertext ct of y tied to x.

• Dec(1λ,mpk, f, sk, x, ct) is supposed to compute φλ,param(f, x, y).

A key-policy (KP) ABE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth is one with

Paramsλ = { 1L | L ∈ N }, Fλ,1L = { circuit C | C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1} },

x ∈ Xλ,1L = {0, 1}L, µ ∈ Yλ,1L = {0, 1}, φλ,1L(C,x, µ) =

{
µ, if C(x) = 0;

⊥, otherwise.

A KP-ABE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and input length is one with8

Paramsλ = {⊥}, Fλ,⊥ = { circuit C | C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1} for some L < 2λ },

x ∈ Xλ,⊥ = {0, 1}<2λ , µ ∈ Yλ,⊥ = {0, 1}, φλ,⊥(C,x, µ) =

{
µ, if |x| ≥ L and C(x) = 0;

⊥, otherwise.

A functional encryption (FE) scheme for circuits of unbounded depth is one with

Paramsλ = { (1L, 1L′
) | L,L′ ∈ N }, Fλ,1L,1L′ = { circuit C | C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}L

′
},

Xλ,1L = {⊥}, x ∈ Yλ,1L = {0, 1}L, φλ,1L(C,⊥,x) = C(x).

Definition 6 (PHFE correctness). Given a PHFE scheme (Definition 5), consider Expadptv+PHFE✓(1
λ,A):

• Setup. Launch A(1λ) and receive param ∈ Paramsλ from it. Set up the scheme by running
(mpk,msk) $← Setup(1λ, param) and send (mpk,msk) to A.

• Query I. Repeat the following for arbitrarily many rounds determined by A. In each round,
A chooses fj ∈ Fλ,param. Run skj

$← KeyGen(1λ,msk, fj) and send skj to A.

• Challenge. A chooses x ∈ Xλ,param and y ∈ Yλ,param. Run ct $← Enc(1λ,mpk, x, y) and send
ct to A.

• Query II. Same as Query I.

8Unlike the case of monotone functions in many pairing-based schemes, here it is important to check the attribute
length and the circuit input length so that security can be maintained for length-mismatching policy-attribute pairs.
There are also variants where decryption is allowed if and only if the lengths match exactly, or where both the attribute
and the policy circuit specify an index set over which they are defined and decryption considers the inclusion relation
between the two sets.
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• Test. Run zj
$← Dec(1λ,mpk, fj , skj , x, ct) for all j. If zj ̸= φλ,param(fj , x, y) for some j, the

output of the experiment is 1. Otherwise, the output is 0.

Variants of Expadptv+PHFE✓ are “xy-sel+”, “f -sel+”, “adptv”, “xy-sel”, “f -sel”, “very-sel”, where “+”
(strong) means msk is given (default is non-strong) and “xy-sel” (resp. f -sel; very-sel) means (x, y)
(resp. all fj ’s; (x, y) and all fj ’s) must be chosen together with param (before mpk is generated).

The scheme is computationally (resp. statistically) which-correct (default is computational)9

if Pr[ExpwhichPHFE✓(1
λ,A)→ 1] is negligible for for all efficient A (resp. all, potentially inefficient, A

whose total output length (|param|+
∑

j |fj |+ |x|+ |y|) is poly(λ)-bounded).

Definition 7 (PHFE security). Given an PHFE scheme (Definition 5) and a stateful simulator

Sim, consider Expadptv,βPHFE (1λ,A) for β ∈ {0, 1}:

• Setup. Launch A(1λ) and receive param ∈ Paramsλ from it. Run

(mpk,msk) $← Setup(1λ, param), if β = 0;

mpk $← Sim(1λ, param), if β = 1;

and send mpk to A.

• Query I. Repeat the following for arbitrarily many rounds determined by A. In each round,
A chooses fj ∈ Fλ,param. Run

skj
$← KeyGen(1λ,msk, fj), if β = 0;

skj
$← Sim(fj), if β = 1;

and send skj to A.

• Challenge. A chooses x ∈ Xλ,param and y ∈ Yλ,param. Run

ct $← Enc(1λ,mpk, x, y), if β = 0;

ct $← Sim(x, {φλ,param(fj , x, y)}j’s so far), if β = 1;

and send ct to A.

• Query II. Same as Query I except when β = 1, the secret key is generated as

skj
$← Sim(fj , φλ,param(fj , x, y)).

• Guess. A outputs a bit β′ ∈ {0, 1}, which is the output of the experiment.

Variants of ExpadptvPHFE are “xy-sel”, “f -sel”, “very-sel”, “1-”, “ABE”, where “xy-sel” (resp. f -sel;
very-sel) means (x, y) (resp. all fj ’s; (x, y) and all fj ’s) must be chosen together with param (before
mpk is generated), “1-” (1-key) means there is at most one fj , and “ABE” (constrained; only
applicable to and default for ABE) means φλ,param(fj , x, y) = ⊥ must be satisfied for all j.

The scheme is [1-key] [constrainedly] which-(simulation-)secure if there exists some efficient10

simulator such that Expwhich,0PHFE ≈ Expwhich,1PHFE [with subscript “1-” or “ABE”, e.g., for Expwhich1-ABE].
9The strength of correctness is not the same as the nature of its proof. Since there is no interaction in Expvery-selPHFE✓,

computational very selective correctness against non-uniform adversaries is equivalent to statistical very selective
correctness, and its proof might well rely on non-uniform computational hardness.

10We require that the simulator make Expwhich,1PHFE halt in polynomial time (counting the time of the adversary and
that to generate keys and ciphertexts) whenever Expwhich,0PHFE does so. In case a stateful machine is modeled as passing
the state as input, this prevents the simulator from gaining too much time by stretching its state (e.g., making it
twice long in each round) across polynomially many rounds.
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2.3 Reusable Garbled Circuits

Definition 8 (reusable garbling). A reusable garbling scheme consists of three efficient algorithms:

• Garble(1λ, C) takes a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}L
′
as input. It outputs a garbled circuit Ĉ

and a public key pk.

• Enc(1λ, pk,x) takes as input pk and an input x ∈ {0, 1}L. It outputs an encoding x̂.

• Eval(1λ, C, Ĉ, pk, x̂) takes C, Ĉ, pk, x̂ as input. It is supposed to compute C(x).

Definition 9 (garbling correctness). Given a reusable garbling scheme (Definition 8), consider
ExpGC✓(1

λ,A):

• Setup. Launch A(1λ) and receive a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}L
′
from it. Set up the scheme

by running (Ĉ, pk) $← Garble(1λ, C) and send (Ĉ, pk) to A.

• Challenge. A chooses x ∈ {0, 1}L. Run x̂ $← Enc(1λ, pk,x).

• Test. Run z $← Eval(1λ, C, Ĉ, pk, x̂). If z ̸= C(x), the experiment outputs 1. Otherwise, the
output is 0.

The scheme is computationally (resp. statistically) correct (default is computational)11 if for for
all efficient A (resp. all, potentially inefficient, A whose total output length (|C|+ |x|) is poly(λ)-
bounded), Pr[ExpGC✓(1

λ,A)→ 1] is negligible.

Definition 10 (garbling security). A reusable garbling scheme (Definition 8) is selectively secure

if there exists an efficient simulator Ẽnc such that Exp0GC ≈ Exp1GC, where ExpβGC(1
λ,A) proceeds

as follows:

• Challenge. Launch A(1λ) and receive from it C,x. Run

(Ĉ, pk) $← Garble(1λ, C), x̂0
$← Enc(1λ, pk,x), x̂1

$← Ẽnc(1λ, C, pk, C(x)),

and send Ĉ, pk, x̂β to A.

• Guess. A outputs a bit β′ ∈ {0, 1}, which is the output of the experiment.

2.4 Lattices

Let n,m ≥ 1 and q ≥ 2 be integers such that log2 q ≤ m
n+1 ∈ Z. Let

g =
(
20, 21, . . . , 2

m
n+1

−1)T, G = In+1 ⊗ gT =

(
G

ιTn+1 ⊗ gT

)
be the gadget vector and the gadget matrix, with G being the first n rows of G. For p ∈ Zn+1

q , we
write G−1(p) for the m-bit vector (bits(p[1]), . . . , bits(p[n+ 1]))T, where bits(p[i]) are m

n+1 bits for

each i ∈ [n+ 1]. The notation extends column-wise to matrices and it holds that GG−1(P) = P.
Given B ∈ Zn×m

q and p ∈ Zn
q such that Bk = p has a solution k∗ ∈ Zm, we write

Λ⊥
p (B) = {k ∈ Zm | Bk = p } = k∗ + Λ⊥

0 (B),

which is a lattice coset. Let S be any lattice coset and σ ≥ 0, we denote by DS,σ the discrete
Gaussian distribution [MP11] over S with width σ. We truncate DZ,σ for ease of boundedness:

11The strength of correctness is not the same as the nature of its proof. See Footnote 9.
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Lemma 1 (tail and truncation of DZ,σ). There exists B0 ∈ Θ(
√
λ) such that

Pr
[
x $← DZ,σ : |x| > σB0(λ)

]
≤ 2−λ for all σ ≥ 1 and λ ∈ N.

Let B ≥ 0, the distribution DZ,σ,≤B is sampled by first sampling x $← DZ,σ, then returning x if
|x| ≤ B, and 0 otherwise. Let σ ≥ 1 and B = σ ·Θ(

√
λ), then DZ,σ,≤B is 2−Ω(λ)-close to DZ,σ.

We will also need noise flooding with discrete Gaussian:

Lemma 2 (noise flooding with DZ,σ). Let z ∈ Z, σ ≥ 2λ+6z, then (z +DZ,σ) is 2
−λ-close to DZ,σ,

and as a corollary, (z +DZ,σ,≤σ
√
λ) is 2−Ω(λ)-close to DZ,σ,≤σ

√
λ.

Assumption. We rely on the LWE assumption for small secrets with circular security.

Assumption 1 ((circular) (small-secret) LWE). Let n,m,m′, q, σ, σ′ be functions of λ and

Afhe
$← Zn×m

q , A
′ $← Zn×m′

q , r $← Dn
Z,σ,≤σ

√
λ
, s← (rT,−1)T,

efhe
$← Dm

Z,σ,≤σ
√
λ
, e′ $← Dm′

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, R $← {0, 1}m×(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉m,

δfhe
$← Zm

q , δ′ $← Zm′
q , ∆ $← Z(n+1)×(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉m

q .

The circular small-secret LWE assumption csLWEn,m,m′,q,σ,σ′ states that{(
1λ,

(
Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
,

(
Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
R− bits(s)⊗G, A

′
, rTA

′
+ (e′)T

)}
λ∈N

≈
{(

1λ,

(
Afhe

δT
fhe

)
, ∆︸ ︷︷ ︸

circular terms

, A
′
, (δ′)T

)}
λ∈N

.

For the small-secret LWE assumption sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ , the circular terms are removed from both
distributions. For the LWE assumption LWEn,m′,q,σ′ , the distribution of r is changed to r $← Zn

q

and the circular terms are removed.

Lemma 3. The following hardness implications are true:

• csLWEn,m,m′,q,σ,σ′ =⇒ sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ =⇒ LWEn,m′,q,σ′ ;

• LWEn,λn+m′,q,σ′ =⇒ sLWEn,m′,q,σ′,σ′ [ACPS09];

• LWEn,2λ+n⌈log2 q⌉,q,2−λσ′ =⇒ LWEn,m′,q,σ′ for all m′ = poly(λ);

• sLWEn,2λ+n⌈log2 q⌉,q,σ,2−λσ′ =⇒ sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ for all m′ = poly(λ);

• csLWEn,m,2λ+n⌈log2 q⌉,q,σ,2−λσ′ =⇒ csLWEn,m,m′,q,σ,σ′ for all m′ = poly(λ).

We note that due to the presence of circular encryption, the reductions in Lemma 3 cannot alter
the distribution of r in the last implication.
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Parameters. We rely on csLWE with the following parameters:

• n is a fixed polynomial in λ and m = 3(n+ 1)⌈log2 q⌉;12

• m′ varies over all possible polynomials in λ;

• log2 q is an integer and fixed polynomial in n;

• σ, σ′ are fixed functions of n such that q
σ
√
n
, q
σ′√n

= Ω(2n
θ
) for some constant 0 < θ < 1.

By Lemma 3, they reduce to a single csLWEn,m,2λ+n⌈log2 q⌉,q,σ,2−λσ′ assumption, which also implies
all sLWEn,poly(λ),q,σ,σ′ and LWEn,poly(λ),q,σ′ . In our derivation, we might use more specific choices of
parameters.

We remark that we could solely rely on quasi-polynomial modulus-to-noise ratio. Clearly, the
correctness error would not go below quasi-polynomial. There is a less obvious cost. Since our
security proof relies on correctness, the provable advantage bound would also be quasi-polynomial,
even if the assumptions have subexponential security. We choose to not go this route. In contrast,
we obtain subexponential correctness and security from subexponential modulus-to-noise ratio if
the assumptions are subexponentially secure, because our reductions are polynomial-time.

2.5 Homomorphic Encryption and Evaluation à la [GSW13]

We rely on the (leveled fully) homomorphic encryption due to [GSW13]. Since we use it as a
building block and the security proof of our construction will be different, we only recall the format
(without the distribution) of its components and the correctness property:

Lemma 4 ([GSW13]). The leveled FHE scheme works as follows:

• The keys are

(public) Afhe =

(
Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
∈ Z(n+1)×m

q , (secret) sT = (rT,−1) ∈ Zn+1,

where r ∈ Zn, Afhe ∈ Zn×m
q , efhe ∈ Zm.

• A ciphertext of x ∈ {0, 1} is

X = AfheR− xG ∈ Z(n+1)×m
q ,

where R ∈ Zm×m is the encryption randomness. The decryption equation is

sTX = −eT
fheR− xsTG ∈ Zm

q ,

which can be used to extract x via multiplication by G−1(⌊q/2⌉ιn+1).

• There is an efficient algorithm

MakeHEvalCkt(1n, 1m, q, C) = HEvalC

that takes as input n,m, q and a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1} and outputs a circuit

HEvalC(X1, . . . ,XL) = C

taking L ciphertexts as input and outputting a new ciphertext C.

12This choice of m enables the reduction of non-circular IND-CPA security of the [GSW13] FHE scheme (used in
the circular terms) to LWEn,m,q,σ′ , providing heuristic justification for our assumption. It also satisfies the constraint
in Lemma 21 for trapdoor generation.
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– The depth of HEvalC is dO(logm log log q),13 where d is the depth of C.

– Suppose Xℓ = AfheRℓ − x[ℓ]G for ℓ ∈ [L] with x ∈ {0, 1}L, then

C = AfheRC − C(x)G,

where ∥RT
C∥ ≤ (m+ 2)dmaxℓ∈[L] ∥RT

ℓ∥.

Additionally, in the circular version, ciphertexts of bits(s) are published.

It will be convenient for us to extend the homomorphic evaluation procedure for vector-valued
functions similarly to [BTVW17].

Lemma 5 (homomorphic evaluation for vector-valued functions; ¶). For the scheme in Lemma 4,
there is an efficient algorithm

MakeVEvalCkt(n,m, q, C) = VEvalC

that takes as input n,m, q and a vector-valuedvector-valued circuit C : {0, 1}L → Z1×m′
q and outputs a circuit

VEvalC(X1, . . . ,XL) = C

taking L ciphertexts as input and outputting a new ciphertext C of different formatof different format.

• The depth of VEvalC is
(
dO(logm log log q) + O(log2 log q)

)
14 for C of depth d.

• Suppose Xℓ = AfheRℓ − x[ℓ]G for ℓ ∈ [L] with x ∈ {0, 1}L, then

C = AfheRC −
(
0n×m′

C(x)

)
∈ Z(n+1)×m′

q ,

where ∥RT
C∥ ≤ (m+ 2)d⌈log2 q⌉maxℓ∈[L] ∥RT

ℓ∥. The new decryption equationnew decryption equation is

sTC = −eT
fheRC + C(x) ∈ Z1×m′

q .

Proof (Lemma 5). Recall that the codomain of C being Z1×m′
q is just conceptual — pragmatically,

the output is computed bit by bit. Let Cu,v : {0, 1}L → {0, 1} be the subcircuit of C computing the
vth bit (low to high) of the uth scalar output, i.e., Cu,v(x) = bits(C(x)[1, u])[1, v]. The algorithm
MakeVEvalCkt works as follows:

1. Given n,m, q, C, it splits C into Cu,v’s and runs

HEvalCu,v ← MakeHEvalCkt(n,m, q, Cu,v) for all u ∈ [m′] and v ∈ [0, log2 q).

2. It constructs and outputs the following circuit VEvalC .

(a) Given X1, . . . ,XL, first use HEvalCu,v to obtain Cu,v for all u, v in parallel.

(b) Then compute, for all u in parallel,

Cu =
∑
v

Cu,vG
−1(2vιn+1).

13A better bound is O(logm+ log log q). Consequently, some parameters can be tighter. We choose to keep the
bound used during the initial write-up to avoid an overhaul at this time.

14A better bound is
(
dO(logm+ log log q) + O(log log q)

)
. See Footnote 13.
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(c) Lastly, output C = (C1, . . . ,Cm′).

To analyze the depth of VEvalC , let du,v be the depth of Cu,v, then du,v ≤ d since Cu,v is a subcircuit
of C, which is of depth d. Step 2a thus is of depth dO(logm log log q) by Lemma 4. In Step 2b,
multiplication by G−1(2vιn+1), which is a standard basis vector known to MakeHEvalCkt as a
constant, can be implemented by wiring the correct entries (namely, the (n · m

n+1 + v + 1)st column)

of Cu,v, hence requires no additional depth. Summing up ⌈log2 q⌉ values in Zq takes O(log2 log q)15

depth. Step 2c simply specifies the output, making no contribution to the depth. The bound for
the total depth follows.

To see the new decryption equation and analyze ∥RT
C∥, we have Cu,v = AfheRCu,v − Cu,v(x)G

by Lemma 4, where

∥RT
Cu,v
∥ ≤ (m+ 2)du,v max

ℓ∈[L]
∥RT

ℓ∥ ≤ (m+ 2)dmax
ℓ∈[L]
∥RT

ℓ∥.

For each u ∈ [m′],

Cu =
∑
v

Cu,vG
−1(2vιn+1) = Afhe

∑
v

RCu,vG
−1(2vιn+1)−

∑
v

Cu,v(x)GG−1(2vιn+1)

= Afhe

∑
v

RCu,vG
−1(2vιn+1)−

(
0n×1

C(x)[1, u]

)
,

and therefore,

C = (C1, . . . ,Cm′) = AfheRC −
(
0n×m′

C(x)

)
,

with RC =

(∑
v

RC1,vG
−1(2vιn+1), . . . ,

∑
v

RCm′,vG
−1(2vιn+1)

)
.

Note that every row of RT
C is a sum of ⌈log2 q⌉ rows among all the rows of RT

Cu,v
, from which the

desired norm bound follows.

2.6 Attribute Encoding and Homomorphic Evaluation aux [BGG+14,BTVW17]

We use the attribute encoding and its homomorphic evaluation in [BGG+14], with the extension
to matrix-valued circuits in [BTVW17]. We further extend the dual-use technique in [BTVW17]
to circular encryption and vector-valued circuits.

Lemma 6 ([BGG+14,BTVW17]). The attribute encoding and its homomorphic evaluation work
as follows:

• For L-bit input, the public parameter is Aattr ∈ Z(n+1)×(L+1)m
q .

• The encoding of x ∈ {0, 1}L is

sT(Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G) + eT
attr,

where sT = (rT,−1) with r ∈ Zn and eattr ∈ Z(L+1)m.

15A better bound is O(log log q). See Footnote 13.
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• There are efficient deterministic algorithms [BGG+14]

EvalC(Aattr, C) = HC and EvalCX(Aattr, C,x) = HC,x

that take as input Aattr, a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}, and (for EvalCX) some x ∈ {0, 1}L,
and output some matrix in Z(L+1)m×m.

– Suppose C is of depth d, then ∥HT
C∥, ∥HT

C,x∥ ≤ (m+ 2)d.

– They satisfy encoding homomorphism, (Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G)HC,x = AattrHC − C(x)G.

• There are efficient deterministic algorithms [BTVW17]

MEvalC(Aattr, C) = HC and MEvalCX(Aattr, C,x) = HC,x

that take as input Aattr, a matrix-valuedmatrix-valued circuit C : {0, 1}L → Z(n+1)×m′
q , and (for MEvalCX)

some x ∈ {0, 1}L, and output some matrix in Z(L+1)m×m′
.

– Suppose C is of depth d, then ∥HT
C∥, ∥HT

C,x∥ ≤ (m+ 2)d⌈log2 q⌉.
– The matrix encoding homomorphismmatrix encoding homomorphism is (Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G)HC,x = AattrHC − C(x).

Dual-Use Technique and Extension. In [BTVW17], the attribute encoded with secret sT is
FHE ciphertexts under key sT (the same, “dual-use”) and the circuit being MEvalCX’ed is some
HEvalC . This leads to automatic decryption. Let C be a circuit with Boolean output, x an input,
X a bunch of FHE ciphertexts of bits(x) under sT, and eattr, e

′, e′′ some unspecified noises, then(
sT(Aattr − (1, bits(X))⊗G) + eT

attr

)
HHEvalC ,X

(MEvalCX) = sTAattrHHEvalC − sTHEvalC(X) + (e′)T

(HEval decryption) = sTAattrHHEvalC − sTC(x)G+ (e′′)T

= sT(AattrHHEvalC − C(x)G) + (e′′)T.

To extend the dual-use technique to vector-valued circuits, let the codomain of C be Z1×m′
q , then

VEvalC is Z(n+1)×m′
q -valued and (

sT(Aattr − (1, bits(X))⊗G) + eT
attr

)
HVEvalC ,X

(MEvalCX) = sTAattrHVEvalC − sTVEvalC(X) + (e′)T

(VEval decryption) = sTAattrHVEvalC − C(x) + (e′′)T.

Extension to circular encryption means setting x = s, for which we say S,Acirc in place ofX,Aattr.

3 Bootstrapping Homomorphic Evaluation

We first introduce some lemmas that will come handy later.

Lemma 7 (¶). Let q and h ∈ Zm′
be fixed. Let g = gcd(q,h[1], . . . ,h[m′]) and d $← Zm′

q , then dTh
is uniformly random over

gZq = { g · x︸︷︷︸
multiplication over Zq

| x ∈ Zq } =
{
g ·
(
x mod (q/g)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
multiplication over Z
then sent into Zq

∣∣ x ∈ Zq/g

}
.
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Proof (Lemma 7). Let i run through [m′]. By Bézout’s lemma, there exist z0, z1, . . . , zm′ ∈ Z with

z0q +
∑
i

zih[i] = g.

Let x $← Zq and d′[i] = d[i]− xzi, then d′ is independent of x. Note that

dTh = gx+ dTh− gx = gx+
∑
i

d[i]h[i]− x

(
z0q +

∑
i

zih[i]

)
= gx− qxz0︸︷︷︸

=0

+
∑
i

(d[i]− xzi)h[i] = gx+ (d′)Th.

Clearly, (d′)Th ∈ gZq. Since gx is uniformly random over gZq and (d′)Th is independent of x, we
conclude that dTh = gx+ (d′)Th follows the uniform distribution over gZq.

Lemma 8 (¶). Let B,B′, n,m′, q, σ, σ′, p > 0 and h : Z(n+1)×m′
q

$→ Zm′
, all of which are efficiently

computable. Suppose p | q and Pr[ ∥(h(A))T∥ ≤ B′ ] = 1, then under sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ (Assumption 1),

Pr


A $← Z(n+1)×m′

q

r $← Dn
Z,σ,≤σ

√
λ

h $← h(A)

:

(
(rT,−1)Ah mod p

)
∈
[
−p

2
+B,

p

2
−B

)
 ≥ 1− 2B + (2σ′√λ+ 1)B′

p
− negl(λ).

Proof (Lemma 8). Let

A =

(
A

′

aT

)
, e $← Dm′

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, δ $← Zm′

q , B̃ = B +B′σ′√λ, E0 : |eTh| ≤ B′σ′√λ,

E1 : ((rT,−1)Ah mod p) ∈
[
−p

2
+B,

p

2
−B

)
,

E2 : ((rTA
′
+ eT − aT)h mod p) ∈

[
−p

2
+ B̃,

p

2
− B̃

)
,

E3 : ((δT − aT)h mod p) ∈
[
−p

2
+ B̃,

p

2
− B̃

)
.

Note that (rTA
′
+ eT − aT)h = (rT,−1)Ah+ eTh, so E1 ⊇ E0 ∩ E2. Together with Pr[E0] = 1,

Pr[E1] ≥ Pr[E0 ∩ E2] = Pr[E2].

It follows from sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ that Pr[E2] ≥ Pr[E3]− negl(λ). (The reduction algorithm receives

A
′
and either (rTA

′
+ eT) or δT, and performs the range testing after sampling a,h.)

Moving to modulus p, let g = gcd(p,h[1], . . . ,h[m′]) and d ∈ Zm′
p such that d = (δ − a) mod p,

then d is uniformly random and independent of h, g. By Lemma 7, conditioned on g, the quantity
dTh is uniform over gZp. Since ∥hT∥ ≤ B′, either g = p (if h = 0) or g ≤ max |h[i]| ≤ B′. We
proceed with a case analysis:

• (g = p.) In this case, dTh mod p = 0, so Pr[E3 | g = p ] = 1 ≥ 1− B′+2B̃
p .
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• (g = g0 ≤ B′.) In this case, dTh mod p
g0

is uniformly random over
[
− p

2g0
, p
2g0

)
, so

Pr[E3 | g = g0 ] = Pr

[
u $←

[
− p

2g0
,

p

2g0

)
: u ∈

[
− p

2g0
+

B̃

g0
,

p

2g0
− B̃

g0

)]

≥
⌈
(p− 2B̃)/2g0

⌉
−
⌈
−(p− 2B̃)/2g0

⌉
p/g0

>
2(p− 2B̃)/2g0 − 1

p/g0

≥ 1− g0 + 2B̃

p
≥ 1− B′ + 2B̃

p
.

Therefore,

Pr[E1] ≥ Pr[E2] ≥ Pr[E3]− negl(λ) = E[ Pr[E3 | g ] ]− negl(λ)

≥ 1− B′ + 2B̃

p
− negl(λ) = 1− 2B + (2σ′√λ+ 1)B′

p
− negl(λ).

Lemma 9 (¶). For all u, v ∈ Z and w ∈ Z+,⌊
u+ v

w

⌉
=

⌊
u

w

⌉
if and only if (u+ v) mod w = (u mod w) + v.

Proof (Lemma 9). Taking the difference between the two sides,⌊
u+ v

w

⌉
−
⌊
u

w

⌉
=

(u+ v)−
(
(u+ v) mod w

)
w

− u− (u mod w)

w

=

(
(u mod w) + v

)
−
(
(u+ v) mod w

)
w

.

The lemma follows from the equivalence of being zero for both sides.

Notations and Parameters. Let q be the modulus, M the rounding resolution, B the bound
of removable noises (also a loose bound on the secret), B′ the bound of homomorphism matrices
for one step of computation, and σ, σ′ Gaussian widths. For the purpose of this section, they must
satisfy these relations:

• M is an exact power of two (so that M divides a large portion of G) and M | q;

• M2B/q, σ′B′/q, B/M , σ′B′/M are negligible;

• B′ is 2Ω(log6 λ) and σ
√
λ ≤ 2−λB and σ′√λ ≤ 2−λB.

For the applications except KP-ABE, we need another Gaussian width σmsg and require

σmsg

√
λ+Bm+ 1 < q/4, σmsg ≥ 2λ+6(Bm+ σ′√λ).

For KP-ABE, we need σ−1, σpre, σpost and require

m · σpost
√
λ · σ−1

√
m+ σ′√λ+Bm+ 1 < q/4,

σpre ≥ 2λ+6(Bm+ σ′√λ), σpost ≥ σpre.
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We rely on csLWEn,m,2λ+n⌈log2 q⌉,q,σ,2−λσ′ (Assumption 1) for some n ≤ poly(λ) (dependent on θ; see
discussion after Lemma 3) and m = 3(n+ 1)⌈log2 q⌉. By Lemma 3, it implies csLWEn,m,m′,q,σ,σ′′ ,
sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′′ , LWEn,m′,q,σ′′ for all m ≤ poly(λ) and σ′′ ≥ σ′.

We always write sT = (rT,−1) for r ∈ Zn. We define “left/right” gadget vectors/matrices

gT
L = (20, 21, 22, . . . ,M/2), GL = In+1 ⊗ gT

L,

gT
R = (M, 2M, 4M, . . . , 2

m
n+1

−1), GR = In+1 ⊗ gT
R,

then gT = (gT
L,g

T
R) and G = (GL,GR)Q for some efficiently computable permutation matrix Q.

Concretely, we can set (exact numbers)

q = 215λ, M = 25λ, B = 24λ, B′ = 2λ, σ = 2λ, σ′ = 22λ,

σmsg = 26λ, σ−1 = 2λ, σpre = 26λ, σpost = 27λ,

and choose n appropriately. (The proofs in this section work with the general relations, not this
particular version, and some are stated for conditions even weaker than the general ones set above.)

3.1 Noise Removal

In this subsection, we present the procedure RemoveNoise(·). It takes as input an attribute encoding
(sT(A− xG) + eT) ∈ Zm

q with large noise e. The deterministic algorithm, with overwhelming
probability over the input, outputs a noiseless encoding (RndPadA(s)− xsTG) ∈ Zm

q , where the
function RndPadA(·) is fully described by A (not dependent on x, e).

Construction 1 (noise removal). RemoveNoise(uT ∈ Z1×m
q ) computes

vT
L ← uTG−1(MGL), vT

R ← uTG−1(GR), wT ←
(⌊

vT
L mod q

M

⌉
, M

⌊
vT
R mod q

M

⌉)
Q,

and outputs wT as a Zm
q -element. The function RndPadA(s) is RemoveNoise(sTA).

Lemma 10. A canonical Boolean circuit of RndPadA(·) is of depth O(log n log log q)16 and can be

efficiently generated from A ∈ Z(n+1)×m
q .

RemoveNoise satisfies the following conditional correctness property.

Theorem 11 (¶). Let Γ = G−1(MGL,GR). For all s,A such that ∥s∥ ≤ B, if both

(sTAΓ mod q)T ∈
[
−q

2
+M2B,

q

2
−M2B

)m

and (sTAΓ mod M)T ∈
[
−M

2
+B,

M

2
−B

)m

hold, then for all x ∈ {0, 1} and e such that ∥e∥ ≤ B,

RemoveNoise(sT(A− xG) + eT) = RndPadA(s)− xsTG.

Proof (Theorem 11). The proof works by expanding RemoveNoise. Letting uT = sT(A− xG) + eT

and vT = uTΓ, we can rewrite v as

(vT
L,v

T
R) = (sT(A− xG) + eT)G−1(MGL,GR)

= (sTAL −MxsTGL + eT
L, s

TAR − xsTGR + eT
R), (2)

16A better bound is O(logn+ log log q). See Footnote 13.
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where (AL,AR) = AΓ and (eT
L, e

T
R) = eTΓ are blocked correspondingly. Because M is an exact

power of two and M2 ≤ q, each column of Γ = G−1(MGL,GR) is a standard basis vector, which
implies ∥ΓT∥ ≤ 1. Since (GL,GR)Q = G, it suffices to prove both of

(left part)

⌊
vT
L mod q

M

⌉
=

⌊
sTAL mod q

M

⌉
− xsTGL,

(right part) M

⌊
vT
R mod q

M

⌉
≡M

⌊
sTAR mod q

M

⌉
− xsTGR (mod q).

For the left part, observe that

∥(−MxsTGL + eT
L)

T∥ ≤M · ∥s∥ · ∥GT
L∥+ ∥e∥ · ∥ΓT∥ ≤M ·B ·M/2 +B · 1 ≤M2B.

Combining it with the first premise, we obtain

(sTAL −MxsTGL + eT
L) mod q = (sTAL mod q)−MxsTGL + eT

L. (3)

By the second premise and the fact that ∥eL∥ ≤ ∥e∥ · ∥ΓT∥ ≤ B,

((sTAL mod q) + eT
L) mod M = ((sTAL mod M) + eT

L) mod M

= (sTAL mod M) + eT
L = ((sTAL mod q) mod M) + eT

L.

Applying Lemma 9 to it, ⌊
(sTAL mod q) + eT

L

M

⌉
=

⌊
sTAL mod q

M

⌉
. (4)

Now we have⌊
vT
L mod q

M

⌉
(2)
==

⌊
(sTAL −MxsTGL + eT

L) mod q

M

⌉
(3)
==

⌊
(sTAL mod q)−MxsTGL + eT

L

M

⌉
==

⌊
(sTAL mod q) + eT

L

M

⌉
− xsTGL

(4)
==

⌊
sTAL mod q

M

⌉
− xsTGL.

This completes the proof for the left part.
For the right part, since M | q, for all k, u ∈ Z, it holds that

M

⌊
u

M

⌉
≡M

⌊
u

M

⌉
+ kq = M

⌊
u

M
+ k · q

M

⌉
≡M

⌊
u+ kq

M

⌉
(mod q). (5)

Therefore,

M

⌊
vT
R mod q

M

⌉
(2)
== M

⌊
(sTAR − xsTGR + eT

R) mod q

M

⌉
(5)
≡≡M

⌊
(sTAR mod q)− xsTGR + eT

R

M

⌉
(by M | GR) == M

⌊
(sTAR mod q) + eT

R

M

⌉
− xsTGR (mod q).

By the second premise, the fact that ∥eR∥ ≤ ∥e∥ · ∥ΓT∥ ≤ B, and Lemma 9,⌊
(sTAR mod q) + eT

R

M

⌉
=

⌊
sTAR mod q

M

⌉
.

This completes the proof for the right part.
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3.2 Bootstrapping

In the previous subsection, we showed how to remove noise from an attribute encoding, yet the
noiseless encoding is not amenable to further homomorphism. To support unbounded evaluation,
we transform it back to an attribute encoding with smaller noise (magnitude independent of that
of the old encoding). This is done with the help of a circular encoding of the secret.

Theorem 12 (bootstrapping; ¶). It works as follows:

• The secret is s = (rT,−1)T ∈ Zn+1 with bits(s) ∈ {0, 1}(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉. The circular ciphertext is

S =

(
Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
(R1, . . . ,R(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉)− bits(s)⊗G ∈ Z(n+1)×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉

q ,

where Afhe ∈ Zn×m
q , efhe ∈ Zm, and Rℓ ∈ {0, 1}m×m for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ (n+ 1)⌈log2 q⌉.

Let LS = m(n+ 1)2⌈log2 q⌉2 be the bit-length of S so that bits(S) ∈ {0, 1}1×LS.

• The circular encoding is

sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ,

where Acirc ∈ Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m
q and ecirc ∈ Z(LS+1)m.

• There are efficient deterministic algorithms

EvalRndPad(Acirc,A) = HRndPad
A and EvalRndPadS(Acirc,A,S) = HRndPad

A,S

that take as input Acirc, a target matrix A ∈ Z(n+1)×m
q , and (for EvalRndPadS) some S, and

output some matrix in Z(LS+1)m×m. It holds that

∥(HRndPad
A )T∥, ∥(HRndPad

A,S )T∥ ≤ (m+ 2)O(logn logm log2 log q) ≤ 2O(log5 λ).

Moreover, when S is indeed of the correct form,

sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G)HRndPad
A,S = sTAcircH

RndPad
A − RndPadA(s) + eT

fheRRndPadA ,

for RndPadA defined in Construction 1 with

∥RT
RndPadA∥ ≤ (m+ 2)O(logn log log q) ·O(log q) ≤ 2O(log4 λ).

Before proceeding to the proof, we remark that the procedure, combined with RemoveNoise, indeed
reduces the encoding noise. Suppose ∥efhe∥, ∥ecirc∥ ≤ 2−λB, then the output encoding is

(sT(Acirc − (1, bits(A))⊗G) + eT
circ)H

RndPad
A,S

= sTAcircH
RndPad
A − RndPadA(s) + eT

fheRRndPadA + eT
circH

RndPad
A,S ,

whose noise is bounded by

∥efhe∥ · ∥RT
RndPadA∥+ ∥ecirc∥ · ∥(H

RndPad
A,S )T∥ ≤ B · 2−λ+poly(log λ).

Adding it to the output of RemoveNoise, we restore the format of attribute encoding with the
noise level reduced from close to B to much lower below it, which can be done after each step of
homomorphic evaluation for unbounded homomorphism.
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Proof (Theorem 12). We employ the dual-use technique in Section 2.6. By Lemmas 5 and 6, define

VEvalRndPadA = MakeVEvalCkt(n,m, q,RndPadA),

EvalRndPad(Acirc,A) = MEvalC(Acirc,VEvalRndPadA),

EvalRndPadS(Acirc,A,S) = MEvalCX(Acirc,VEvalRndPadA , bits(S)),

all of which can be efficiently computed. By Lemma 10, the depth of RndPadA is O(log n log log q),
so by Lemma 5, the circuit VEvalRndPadA is of depth

O(log n log log q) ·O(logm log log q) + O(log2 log q) = O(log n logm log2 log q).

The desired norm bounds of HRndPad
A and HRndPad

A,S follow by Lemma 6.
When S is in the correct form,

sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G)HRndPad
A,S

(Lemma 6) = sTAcircH
RndPad
A − sTVEvalRndPadA(S)

(Lemma 5) = sTAcircH
RndPad
A − RndPadA(s) + eT

fheRRndPadA .

Lastly, RRndPadA satisfies (again by Lemma 5)

∥RT
RndPadA∥ ≤ (m+ 2)O(logn log log q)⌈log2 q⌉ ·

≤m≤m+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
max1≤ℓ≤(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉ ∥R

T
ℓ∥

≤ (m+ 2)O(logn log log q) ·O(log q).

3.3 Unbounded Homomorphic Evaluation

In this subsection, we present homomorphic evaluation for circuits of unbounded depth. Unlike
Lemma 6, our evaluation procedure is non-linear, and we cannot formulate them as producing
low-norm linear transformation.

Construction 2 (unbounded homomorphic evaluation of attribute encoding). It works as follows.

• UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C) takes as input the public matricesAattr ∈ Z(n+1)×(L+1)m
q (for attribute

encoding) and Acirc ∈ Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m
q (for circular encoding, with LS = m(n+ 1)2⌈log2 q⌉2),

and a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
of arbitrary size and depth. It does the following:

1. Let Cℓ (for ℓ ∈ [L]) be the input gate of C corresponding to x[ℓ], and CL+1, . . . , C|C|
the other gates of C in topological order. Let Aattr = (A0,A1, . . . ,AL), where A0

corresponds to the constant 1 and Aℓ (for ℓ ∈ [L]), the input x[ℓ], in the attribute
encoding.

2. For i = L+ 1, . . . , |C|, let fan-ins of Ci be fan-outs of Ci′ , Ci′′ for some i′, i′′ < i (for
negation gates, ignore i′′). Use Lemma 6 to compute17

H′
Ci
← EvalC((A0,Ai′ ,Ai′′), gate Ci as one-gate circuit), A′

i ← (A0,Ai′ ,Ai′′)H
′
Ci
,

then use Theorem 12 to compute

HRndPad
A′

i
← EvalRndPad(Acirc,A

′
i), Ai ← AcircH

RndPad
A′

i
.

17The notations are different from those used in the technical overview. Here, primes are put on matrices before
bootstrapping (an implementation detail) so that matrices defined for gates (the interface if the gate is an output)
do not use primes (contrary to technical overview, where primes are attached to matrices appearing later in text).
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3. Let i1, . . . , iL′ be the indices of the output gates. Set AC:ℓ ← Aiℓ for all ℓ ∈ [L′] and
output AC = (AC:1, . . . ,AC:L′).

• UEvalCX(Aattr, c
T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S) takes as input all the input to UEvalC, attribute

encoding cattr ∈ Z(L+1)m
q , circular encoding ccirc ∈ Z(LS+1)m

q , attribute x ∈ {0, 1}L, and

circular ciphertext S ∈ Z(n+1)×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉
q . It does the following:

1. Parse C into C1, . . . , CL, CL+1, . . . , C|C| and Aattr into (A0,A1, . . . ,AL) as in UEvalC.
Split cT

attr into (cT
0, c

T
1, . . . , c

T
L), where c0 is the encoding of constant 1 and cℓ (for ℓ ∈ [L]),

that of input x[ℓ].

2. For i = L+ 1, . . . , |C|, let fan-ins of Ci be fan-outs of Ci′ , Ci′′ for some i′, i′′ < i (for
negation gates, ignore i′′), and x[i′],x[i′′] the wire values out of Ci′ , Ci′′ . Evaluate the
gate and store the result into x[i] (extending x). Use Lemma 6 to compute

H′
Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]

← EvalCX((A0,Ai′ ,Ai′′), gate Ci as one-gate circuit, (x[i′],x[i′′])),

and set (c′i)
T ← (cT

0, c
T
i′ , c

T
i′′)H

′
Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]

. Next, run Construction 1,

(c′′i )
T ← RemoveNoise((c′i)

T).

Then, use Theorem 12 to compute

HRndPad
A′

i,S
← EvalRndPad(Acirc,A

′
i,S),

and set cT
i ← (c′′i )

T + cT
circH

RndPad
A′

i,S
.

3. Let i1, . . . , iL′ be the indices of the output gates. Set cC,x:ℓ ← ciℓ for all ℓ ∈ [L′] and
output cT

C,x = (cT
C,x:1, . . . , c

T
C,x:L′).

We expect the homomorphism property — with overwhelming probability over the input, the
output satisfies cT

C,x = sT(AC − C(x)⊗G) + eT
C,x for small eC,x. We consider this in two steps.

We first show a sufficient condition (barring “bad event”) for correctness, and then prove that “bad
event” happens with negligible probability.

Theorem 13 (¶). Let λ be sufficiently large. For C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
and x ∈ {0, 1}L, suppose

R ∈ {0, 1}m×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉, S =

(
Afhe

sTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
R− bits(s)⊗G,

cT
attr = sT(Aattr + (1,xT)⊗G) + eT

attr, cT
circ = sT(Acirc + (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT

circ,

∥s∥ ≤ B, and ∥efhe∥, ∥ecirc∥, ∥ecirc∥ ≤ 2−λB. Define Γ = G−1(MGL,GR) as in Theorem 11 and
let Ai,A

′
i be those in Construction 2. If both premises

(sTA′
iΓ mod q) ∈

[
−q

2
+M2B,

q

2
−M2B

)m

and (sTA′
iΓ mod M) ∈

[
−M

2
+B,

M

2
−B

)m

hold for all i ∈ [L+ 1, |C|], then the output

AC = UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C)

and cT
C,x = UEvalCX(Aattr, c

T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S) = sT(AC − C(x)⊗G) + eT

C,x

satisfy ∥eC,x∥ ≤ B.
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Proof (Theorem 13). Evaluate C(x) and store the intermediate wire values into the extended x as
done in UEvalCX. It suffices to show the stronger statement that for all i ∈ [0, |C|],

∥ei∥ ≤ 2−λ/2B with cT
i = sT(Ai − x[i]G) + eT

i .

We prove it by induction on i. The basis case of i ∈ [0, L] is by assumption. For the inductive case,
suppose i ∈ [L+ 1, |C|]. By the definitions of UEvalC,UEvalCX and Lemma 6,

(c′i)
T = (cT

0, c
T
i′ , c

T
i′′)H

′
Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]

=
(
sT
(
(A0,Ai′ ,Ai′′)− (1,x[i′],x[i′′])⊗G

)
+ (eT

0, e
T
i′ , e

T
i′′)
)
H′

Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]

= sT(A′
i − x[i]G) + (eT

0, e
T
i′ , e

T
i′′)H

′
Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]︸ ︷︷ ︸

(e′i)
T

.

Since a single gate Ci is of depth 1, by Lemma 6, it holds that ∥H′
Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]

∥ ≤ m+ 2, and

∥e′i∥ ≤ max{∥e0∥, ∥ei′∥, ∥ei′′∥} · ∥HT

Ci,x[i′],x[i′′]
∥ ≤ 2−λ/2B · (m+ 2) < B,

where the second-last inequality invokes the induction hypothesis on 0, i′, i′′ < i. Combining the
premises with ∥e′i∥, ∥s∥ ≤ B, Theorem 11 yields

(c′′i )
T = RemoveNoise((c′i)

T) = RemoveNoise(sT(A′
i − x[i]G) + (e′i)

T) = RndPadA′
i
(s)− x[i]sTG.

By Theorem 12, we have

cT
circH

RndPad
A′

i,S
= (sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT

circ)H
RndPad
A′

i,S

= sTAcircH
RndPad
A′

i
− RndPadA′

i
(s) + eT

fheRRndPadA′
i
+ eT

circH
RndPad
A′

i,S
.

Because we set Ai = AcircH
RndPad
A′

i
, it follows that

eT
i = cT

i − sT(Ai − x[i]G) = (c′′i )
T + cT

circH
RndPad
A′

i,S
+ (−sTAi + x[i]sTG)

= (RndPadA′
i
(s)− x[i]sTG) +

(
sTAcircH

RndPad
A′

i
− RndPadA′

i
(s)

+ eT
fheRRndPadA′

i
+ eT

circH
RndPad
A′

i,S

)
+ (−sTAi + x[i]sTG)

= eT
fheRRndPadA′

i
+ eT

circH
RndPad
A′

i,S
.

Therefore,

∥ei∥ ≤ ∥efhe∥ · ∥RT
RndPadA′

i

∥+ ∥ecirc∥ · ∥(HRndPad
A′

i,S
)T∥

≤ 2−λB · 2O(log4 λ) + 2−λB · 2O(log5 λ) < 2−λ/2B,

where the second-last inequality uses Theorem 12 and the assumption that ∥efhe∥, ∥ecirc∥ ≤ 2−λB.
This completes the induction proof.

Assuming small-secret LWE, the premises of Theorem 13 hold with overwhelming probability:
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Theorem 14 (¶). Let A be an efficient adversary choosing a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
, and

L a polynomial upper bound of L that could ever be chosen by A. Under sLWEn,(L+LS+2)m,q,σ,σ′

(Assumption 1) and our choice of parameters,

Pr


C $← A()

Aattr
$← Z(n+1)×(L+1)m

q

Acirc
$← Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m

q

r $← Dn
Z,σ,≤σ

√
λ

:

there exists i ∈ [L+ 1, |C|] such that

(sTA′
iΓ mod q) /∈

[
−q

2
+M2B,

q

2
−M2B

)m

or (sTA′
iΓ mod M) /∈

[
−M

2
+B,

M

2
−B

)m


is negligible, where Ai,A

′
i are those in Construction 2.

Combined with Theorem 13 and the fact that ∥r∥ ≤ σ
√
λ ≤ 2−λB (by our choice of parameters),

it follows as a corollary that

Pr

for all efhe, eattr, ecirc such that ∥efhe∥, ∥eattr∥, ∥ecirc∥ ≤ 2−λB,

all R ∈ {0, 1}m×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉, and all x ∈ {0, 1}L,
it holds that ∥eC,x∥ ≤ B.


is overwhelming, where the probability is taken over C,Aattr,Acirc, r as in the previous one and the
variables follow the relations in Theorem 13.

We emphasize that the correctness is strong in the sense that it does not depend on the randomness
of e’s or R, nor the choice of x — only reliant on s (i.e, r) and A’s following the right distribution.
Moreover, in case of non-uniform assumptions, it holds for any C of polynomially bounded size (by
letting the “worst” C be the advice of A).

Proof (Theorem 14). Augment the probability space in the statement with i∗ $← [L+ 1, |C|] and
j∗ $← [m], define events (with i, j running through [L+ 1, |C|] and [m])

Ei,j,1 : ((sTA′
iΓ)[1, j] mod q) /∈

[
−q

2
+M2B,

q

2
−M2B

)
,

Ei,j,2 : ((sTA′
iΓ)[1, j] mod M) /∈

[
−M

2
+B,

M

2
−B

)
,

E :

|C|∨
i=L+1

m∨
j=1

(Ei,0 ∨ Ei,1),

and let C > 0 be a polynomial upper bound of the size of C that could ever be chosen by A, then

Pr[Ei∗,j∗,1 ∨ Ei∗,j∗,2 | E,C ] ≥ 1 / (|C| − L)m ≥ 1 /Cm

=⇒ Pr[Ei∗,j∗,1 ∨ Ei∗,j∗,2 ] = E
[
Pr[Ei∗,j∗,1 ∨ Ei∗,j∗,2 | C ]

]
≥ E

[
Pr[E | C ] /Cm

]
= Pr[E] /Cm

=⇒ Pr[E] ≤ CmPr[Ei∗,j∗,1 ∨ Ei∗,j∗,2 ]

≤ CmPr[Ei∗,j∗,1] + CmPr[Ei∗,j∗,2].

It suffices to show that both Pr[Ei∗,j∗,1] and Pr[Ei∗,j∗,2] are negligible. We prove it by reduction to

Lemma 8. Let m′ = (L+ LS + 2)m and define h : Z(n+1)×m′
q

$→ Zm′
as follows. On input A:
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1. Sample C $← A() to obtain C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
. Sample i∗ $← [L+ 1, |C|] and j∗ $← [m].

2. Parse A as (Aattr,Acirc, . . . ), where Aattr ∈ Z(n+1)×(L+1)m
q and Acirc ∈ Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m

q , with
the rest (“. . .”) ignored.

3. Run UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C) and use the intermediate values to find (low-norm) H such that
AH = A′

i∗ . Let i′, i′′ be the fan-in indices of Ci∗ , then A′
i∗ = (A0,Ai′ ,Ai′′)H

′
Ci∗

. Here, A0

is part of Aattr, and the first third (by rows) of H′
Ci∗

becomes part of H. When i′ ≤ L,

the matrix Ai′ is again part of Aattr. When i′ > L, by definition, Ai′ = AcircH
RndPad
A′

i′
, and

HRndPad
A′

i′
multiplied by the second third of H′

Ci∗
contributes to H. Similar handling applies

to i′′, and most parts of H are zero-padded.

4. Split HΓ by column into (h1, . . . ,hm) and output h = hj∗ .

Clearly, h is efficient. Recall that B′ is 2Ω(log6 λ) in our choice of parameters. By construction,

∥hT∥ ≤ ∥HT∥ · ∥ΓT∥ ≤ 3 · 2O(log4 λ) · (m+ 2) · 1 ≤ B′,

where the factors come from addition among the three parts, HRndPad
A′

i′
, H′

Ci∗
, Γ, respectively. Note

also that sTh = (sTA′
i∗Γ)[1, j

∗]. Invoking Lemma 8 on h with its (p,B) being our (q,M2B) and
(M,B) yields that under sLWEn,m′,q,σ,σ′ ,

Pr[Ei∗,j∗,1] ≤
2M2B + (2σ′√λ+ 1)B′

q
+ negl(λ), Pr[Ei∗,j∗,2] ≤

2B + (2σ′√λ+ 1)B′

M
+ negl(λ),

both of which are negligible under our choice of parameters. This completes the proof.

3.4 Stronger Correctness

The primary version in the previous section requires that A’s be chosen independently of C. It can
be avoided by applying a random shift to each RemoveNoise. We explain the modifications:

• In Construction 1, define RemoveNoise′(uT,wT) to be⌈
uTG−1(MGL,GR) +wT

M

⌉(
I

MI

)
Q,

and define RndPad′A,w(s) to be RemoveNoise′(sTA+wT). In all the succeeding constructions,
propositions, and proofs, replace RemoveNoise,RndPad by RemoveNoise′,RndPad′.

• In Construction 2, the algorithm UEvalC is randomized. It samples wA′
i
for each A′

i and
outputs the information necessary to recover them. The algorithm UEvalCX additionally
takes that information as input so that it can use the same w’s. The w’s can be either truly
random or pseudorandom — in the latter case, the information can be just a PRF key of
length some fixed poly(λ).

• In Theorems 11 and 13, change sTAΓ to (sTAΓ+wT).

• In Theorem 14, the adversary A is allowed to choose C and Aattr,Acirc, r, but not w’s. The
probability is taken over the randomness of A and w’s.
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– If w’s are truly random, the statement holds unconditionally against worst-case C,Aattr,
Acirc, r of polynomial total length.

– If w’s are pseudorandom (against uniform adversaries), it holds against uniform A’s.
– If w’s are pseudorandom against non-uniform adversaries, it holds against worst-case C,

Aattr,Acirc, r of polynomial total length.

The stronger correctness makes the applications adaptively (instead of only selectively) correct and
enables proofs of selective (instead of only very selective) security.

4 Applications

In this section, we show how our new homomorphic evaluation algorithm helps achieving various
primitives for circuits of unbounded depth. This includes laconic function evaluation, 1-key secure
attribute-based encryption, 1-key secure functional encryption, and reusable garbling schemes.

4.1 Laconic Function Evaluation

The (AB-)LFE scheme of [QWW18a] is obtained by modifying the ABE scheme of [BGG+14] and
its proof does not rely on the techniques for multi-key security. Essentially the same construction
using our unbounded homomorphic evaluation yields AB-LFE for circuits of unbounded depth.

Construction 3 (AB-LFE). Our AB-LFE for circuits of unbounded depth works as follows:

• GenCRS(1L) takes the attribute length L as input. It samples

Aattr
$← Z(n+1)×(L+1)m

q , Acirc
$← Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m

q ,

and outputs crs = (Aattr,Acirc).

• Compress(crs, C) takes as input crs and a circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}1×L′
. It runs

digestC = (AC:1, . . . ,AC:L′) = AC ← UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C),

and outputs paramC = (L,L′) and digestC .

• Enc(crs, paramC , digestC , (x,µ)) takes as input crs, paramC , digestC , an attribute x ∈ {0, 1}L,
and a multi-bit message µ ∈ {0, 1}L

′
. It operates in the two-phase manner.

1. EncX(crs, (x,µ)) samples r $← Dn
Z,σ,≤σ

√
λ
and sets s← (rT,−1)T. The algorithm creates

a circular encryption by

Afhe
$← Zn×m

q , efhe
$← Dm

Z,σ,≤σ
√
λ
, R $← {0, 1}m×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉,

Afhe ←
(

Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
, S← AfheR− bits(s)⊗G,

and the attribute/circular encodings by

eattr
$← D(L+1)m

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, cT

attr ← sT(Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G) + eT
attr,

ecirc
$← D(LS+1)m

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, cT

circ ← sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ.

It outputs ctoff = (x,S, cattr, ccirc) and st = (µ, s).
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2. EncD(st, paramC , digestC) samples and sets

z1, . . . , zL′
$← Zn+1

q , Amsg ← (AC:1G
−1(z1), . . . ,AC:L′G−1(zL′)).

The algorithm creates the message encoding by

emsg
$← DL′

Z,σmsg,≤σmsg

√
λ
, cT

msg ← sTAmsg + eT
msg + ⌊q/2⌉ · µT.

It outputs cton = (z1, . . . , zL′ , cmsg).

• Dec(crs, C, digestC , ct) evaluates C(x), computes

(cT
C,x:1, . . . , c

T
C,x:L′) = cT

C,x ← UEvalCX(Aattr, c
T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S),

(c′)T ←
(
cT
msg − (cT

C,x:1G
−1(z1), . . . , c

T
C,x:L′G−1(zL′))

)
mod q,

and sets for all ℓ ∈ [L′],

µ′[ℓ]←


0, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1;

0, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0 and c′[ℓ] ∈ [−q/4, q/4);
1, otherwise.

The algorithm outputs (x, (µ′)T).

This scheme has a deterministic Compress, and satisfies

|crs| = O(L), |digestC | = O(1), |ctoff| = O(L), |cton| = O(L′),

TGenCRS = O(L), TCompress, TDec = O(|C|), TEncX = O(L+ L′), TEncD = O(L′).

Theorem 15 (¶). Under sLWE (Assumption 1) suitable for Theorem 14, Construction 3 is
computationally f -selectively correct (Definition 3; C must be chosen before seeing crs). If the
assumption holds against non-uniform adversaries, then the correctness becomes statistical (still
f -selective).

Proof (Theorem 15). Let A be an efficient adversary against Expf -selLFE✓ and write

cT
C,x = sT(AC − C(x)⊗G) + eT

C,x, cT
C,x:ℓ = sT(AC:ℓ − C(x)[1, ℓ]G) + eT

C,x:ℓ for ℓ ∈ [L′],

then eT
C,x = (eT

C,x:1, . . . , e
T
C,x:L′). For each ℓ ∈ [L′], it suffices to consider the case of C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0,

in which during decryption,

c′[ℓ] ≡ (sTAC:ℓG
−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉)

− (sT(AC:ℓ − C(x)[1, ℓ]G) + eT
C,x:ℓ)G

−1(zℓ)

≡ (emsg[ℓ]− eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ)) + µ[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉ (mod q).

Suppose ∥eC,x∥ ≤ B, then ∥eC,x:ℓ∥ ≤ ∥eC,x∥ ≤ B and by our choice of parameters,

|emsg[ℓ]|+ |eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ)|+ |µ[ℓ] · (q/2− ⌊q/2⌉)| ≤ σmsg

√
λ+ ∥eC,x:ℓ∥ · ∥(G−1(zℓ))

T∥+ 1

≤ σmsg

√
λ+B ·m+ 1 < q/4,
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so c′[ℓ] ∈ [−q/4, q/4) (i.e., µ′[ℓ] = 0) if and only if µ[ℓ] = 0. It remains to bound Pr[ ∥eC,x:ℓ∥ > B ].
Note that

∥efhe∥ ≤ σ
√
λ ≤ 2−λB, ∥eattr∥, ∥ecirc∥ ≤ σ′√λ ≤ 2−λB,

so applying Theorem 14 (corollary part) to the first phase of A (choosing 1L, C) yields the desired
bound.

Statistical f -selective correctness follows from non-uniform assumption, because Theorem 14
guarantees simultaneous correctness for all x (not necessarily efficiently computable after choosing C
and seeing A’s) with overwhelming probability.

Theorem 16 (¶). Under csLWE (Assumption 1) with our choice of parameters, Construction 3 is
very selectively secure (Definition 4).

Proof (Theorem 16). The simulator Ẽnc(crs, C, digestC , (x, (µ
′)T)) works as follows.

1. Sample z1, . . . , zL′ ,S, cattr, ccirc uniformly at random and emsg
$← DL′

Z,σmsg,≤σmsg

√
λ
.

2. Compute

(cT
C,x:1, . . . , c

T
C,x:L′)← UEvalCX(Aattr, c

T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S),

for each ℓ ∈ [L′]: cmsg[ℓ]

{
← cT

C,x:ℓG
−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ′[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0;

$← Zq, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1.

3. Output (z1, . . . , zL′ ,x,S, cattr, ccirc, cmsg).

We describe the hybrids by their changes to the previous one.

• H0 is Expvery-sel,0LFE , where the ciphertext sent to A is from Enc. We write

(cT
C,x:1, . . . , c

T
C,x:L′) = UEvalCX(Aattr, c

T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S)

= (sT(AC:1 − C(x)[1, 1]G) + eT
C,x:1, . . . , s

T(AC:L′ − C(x)[1, L′]G) + eT
C,x:L′).

• In H1, for each ℓ ∈ [L′], the message encoding component is computed as

cmsg[ℓ] =

{
cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) − eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ′[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0;

cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + sTzℓ − eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1.

Note that µ′[ℓ] = µ[ℓ] when C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0. This is just rewriting, so H0 ≡ H1.

• In H2, the experiment aborts if ∥eC,x∥ > B. We have H1 ≈ H2 by (the proof of) Theorem 15.18

• In H3, using emsg for flooding, the terms eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) are removed from cmsg, and a small
noise e′msg[ℓ] is inserted into cmsg[ℓ] if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1, i.e.,

cmsg[ℓ] =

{
cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ′[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0;

cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + sTzℓ + e′msg[ℓ] + emsg[ℓ] + µ[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1;

18This relies on A being selective in C.
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where e′msg
$← DL′

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
. We let w[ℓ] = sTzℓ + e′msg[ℓ] for ℓ ∈ [L′]. When the experiment

does not abort, we have

2λ+6(|e′[ℓ]|+ |eT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ)|) ≤ 2λ+6(|e′[ℓ]|+ ∥eC,x∥ · ∥(G−1(zℓ))
T∥)

≤ 2λ+6(σ′√λ+Bm) ≤ σmsg

by our choice of parameters, so H2 ≈s H3 by Lemma 2.

• In H4, the experiment no longer tests whether ∥eC,x∥ > B nor aborts. H3 ≈ H4 by (the proof
of) Theorem 15.

• H5 is Expvery-sel,1LFE , where S, cattr, ccirc are uniformly random and

cmsg[ℓ] =

{
cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ′[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0;

random, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1.

To prove H4 ≈ H5, we invoke csLWE while setting19

(Aattr,Acirc, z1, . . . , zL′) =

(
A

′

aT

)
+
(
(1,xT, 1, bits(S))⊗G, 0(n+1)×L′

)
,

where A
′
,S are public matrix and circular ciphertext received from csLWE, and a is sampled by

the reduction algorithm. Note that in H4,

(cT
attr, c

T
circ,w

T) = rTA
′
+ (e′)T − aT −

(
(1,xT, 1, bits(S))⊗ ιTn+1 ⊗ gT, 01×L′

)
,

for each ℓ ∈ [L′]: cmsg[ℓ] =

{
cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) + emsg[ℓ] + µ′[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 0;

cT
C,x:ℓG

−1(zℓ) +w[ℓ] + emsg[ℓ] + µ[ℓ] · ⌊q/2⌉, if C(x)[1, ℓ] = 1.

The components change into the distribution in H5 once csLWE is applied.
By hybrid argument, Expvery-sel,0LFE ≡ H0 ≈ H5 ≡ Expvery-sel,1LFE .

AB-LFE can be lifted to LFE generically [QWW18a] using FHE:

Corollary 17 (LFE). Under csLWE (Assumption 1) under our choice of parameters, there exists
an f -selectively correct (Definition 3), very selectively secure (Definition 4) LFE scheme for circuits
of unbounded depth (Definition 1) with

|crs| = O(L), |digestC | = O(L′), |ctoff| = O(L), |cton| = O(L′),

TGenCRS = O(L), TCompress, TDec = O(|C|), TEncX = O(L), TEncD = O(L′),

where L,L′ are the input/output lengths and whose Compress is deterministic.

Corollary 17 follows by applying Section 4.4 of [QWW18b] to Construction 3 using a non-leveled
FHE (which exists under csLWE, e.g., a circular version of [GSW13]). Although the transformation
in [QWW18b] is presented for perfectly correct and selectively secure schemes, it is readily verified
that it preserves the lesser correctness and security considered here.

To derive the stated two-phase encryption efficiency, we have to break the abstraction. The
offline phase of Corollary 17 performs homomorphically encrypts x and runs EncX of AB-LFE on the
ciphertext of x, crucially leaving the AB-LFE message length indeterminate, a feature supported
by Construction 3. The state consists of the FHE key and the AB-LFE state. During the online
phase, the FHE decryption circuit is garbled, and EncD of AB-LFE is executed to transfer the
labels.

19Embedding x into Aattr relies on A being selective in x.
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Stronger Correctness and Security. When using unbounded homomorphic evaluation with
stronger correctness, the (AB-)LFE schemes become adaptively correct (computationally or
statistically) and selectively secure. They will use randomized Compress (see Definition 1).

4.2 1-Key Functional Encryption and Attribute-Based Encryption

LFE generically implies 1-key FE:

Corollary 18 (1-key FE). Under csLWE (Assumption 1), there exists a strongly f -selectively correct
(Definition 6), very selectively 1-key simulation-secure (Definition 7) FE scheme for circuits of
unbounded depth (Definition 5) with

|mpk| = O(L+ L′), |skC | = O(L′), |ct(x)| = O(L+ L′),

TSetup = O(L+ L′), TKeyGen, TDec = O(|C|), TEnc = O(L+ L′),

where L,L′ are the input/output lengths.

Corollary 18 follows from a tweaked version of Theorem C.1 of [QWW18b] to remove the additive
dependency on L in skC . Recall that in [QWW18b], skC contains an underlying 1-key FE key for
the LFE encryption circuit (whose size is linear in the LFE encryption circuit size), making skC be
of size linear in |Enc|, which is Ω(L+ L′). We instead only use the underlying 1-key FE perform
EncD so that the key size is linear is |EncD| = O(L′). Although the transformation was presented
for perfectly correct and selectively secure schemes, its tweaked version (and itself) preserves strong
f -selective correctness and very selective security considered here.

Corollary 18 implies 1-key ABE with constant-size keys, since the ABE functionality has 1-bit
output:

Corollary 19 (1-key ABE). Under csLWE (Assumption 1), there exists a strongly f -selectively
correct (Definition 6), very selectively 1-key secure (Definition 7) ABE scheme for circuits of
unbounded depth (Definition 5) with

|mpk| = O(L), |skC | = O(1), |ctx| = O(L),

TSetup = O(L), TKeyGen, TDec = O(|C|), TEnc = O(L),

where L is the attribute length.

Alternatively, Corollary 19 can be obtained applying Section C of [QWW18b] to Construction 3,
again with the trick of reducing ciphertext size using the two-phase encryption structure.

Stronger Correctness and Security. When using unbounded homomorphic evaluation with
stronger correctness, the 1-key FE/ABE schemes become adaptively correct (computationally or
statistically) and selectively secure.

4.3 Reusable Garbled Circuits

From [GKP+13b], it is known that 1-key FE implies reusable garbling.

Corollary 20. Assuming csLWE (Assumption 1), there is a selectively secure reusable garbling
scheme (Definitions 8, 9, and 10) with

|Ĉ| = O(L′), |pk| = O(L+ L′), |x̂| = O(L+ L′),

where L,L′ are the input/output lengths of C.
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Note that in [GKP+13b], the garbled circuit Ĉ hides C (and input garbling is secret-key), whereas
in our scheme it does not, in exchange of better efficiency. We tweak Section 4.1 of [GKP+13b] so
that Ĉ is a 1-FE key for

C ′(b,x,y) =

{
C(x), if b = 0;

y if b = 1;

and the input encoding x̂ is a 1-FE ciphertext for (0,x,0). The simulator outputs x̂ as a 1-FE
ciphertext for (1,0, C(x)).

Using the unbounded homomorphic evaluation algorithms with stronger correctness does not
improve correctness or security of our reusable garbling scheme from csLWE.

5 KP-ABE for Circuits of Unbounded Depth

In this section, we show how to achieve full-fledged ABE with our unbounded homomorphic eval-
uation algorithms by additionally assuming the evasive (circular small-secret) LWE assumption.

5.1 Lattice Trapdoors and Evasive LWE Assumption

We introduce additional preliminaries needed for KP-ABE.

Trapdoor Generation and Gaussian Preimage Sampling. We rely on the following:

Lemma 21 ([MP12; Theorem 2]). There are efficient algorithms TrapGen and SampD and functions
m0 ∈ Θ(n log q) and σ0 ∈ ω(

√
m logm) ∩O(m) satisfying these conditions:

• TrapGen(1n, 1m, q) takes as input n ≥ 1, q ≥ 2, and m ≥ m0(n, q). It outputs (B, τ) such that
B ∈ Zn×m

q and B is negl(n)-close to uniform over Zn×m
q .

• SampD(B, τ,p, σ) takes as input B, τ from TrapGen, some p ∈ Zn
q , and σ ≥ σ0(n,m). It

outputs k ∈ Zm such that Bk = p, ∥k∥ ≤ σ
√
m, and k is negl(n)-close to DΛ⊥

p (B),σ.

In particular (not aiming for optimality), m0 can be taken as 3(n+ 1)⌈log2 q⌉.

Batch Notation. It is convenient to extend SampD to process multiple p’s in one shot. Let
P = (p1, . . . ,pm′) be a matrix or a batch of vectors, then SampD(B, τ,P, σ) is

K $←
(
SampD(B, τ,p1, σ), . . . , SampD(B, τ,pm′ , σ)

)
,

with fresh randomness for each call to SampD on the right-hand side.

Assumption. We formulate the variant of evasive LWE assumption needed for our KP-ABE. While
it appears complicated due to incorporation of circular ciphertext and encoding, the assumption
follows the same rationale as existing variants of evasive LWE. More discussion follows the definition.

Assumption 2 (evcsLWE). Let S(1λ; aux) be an algorithm that, given randomness aux, outputs

Acirc ∈ Zn×(m(n+1)2⌈log2 q⌉2+1)m
q , A

′ ∈ Zn×m′
q , P ∈ Zn×J

q , σ, σ′, σ−1, σpost, σpre,

where m ≥ m0(n, q) and σ−1 ≥ σ0(n,m) are constrained by Lemma 21 and σpost ≥ σpre. Suppose

Afhe
$← Zn×m

q , (B, τ) $← TrapGen(1n, 1m, q), K $← SampD(B, τ,P, σ−1),
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efhe
$← Dm

Z,σ,≤σ
√
λ
, ecirc

$← D(m(n+1)2⌈log2 q⌉2+1)m

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ

, e′ $← Dm′

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, eB ∈ Zm, eP ∈ ZJ ,

δfhe
$← Zm

q , δcirc
$← Z(m(n+1)2⌈log2 q⌉2+1)m

q , δ′ $← Zm′
q , δB

$← Zm
q , δP

$← ZJ
q ,

r

s

$← Dn
Z,σ,≤σ

√
λ
,

← (rT,−1)T,

R

∆

$← {0, 1}m×(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉m,

$← Z(n+1)×(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉m
q ,

S =

(
Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
R− bits(s)⊗G.

In the precondition, the entries of eB, eP are independent and follow DZ,σpre,≤σpre

√
λ, and evcsLWES

pre

states that
 1λ, aux, Afhe, B, rTAfhe + eT

fhe, S,

rT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ,

rTA
′
+ (e′)T, rTB+ eT

B, r
TP+ eT

P




λ∈N

≈


1λ, aux, Afhe, B, δT

fhe, ∆,

δT
circ,

(δ′)T, δT
B, δ

T
P




λ∈N

.

In the postcondition, the entries of eB are independent and follow DZ,σpost,≤σpost

√
λ, and evcsLWES

post

states that
 1λ, aux, Afhe, B, rTAfhe + eT

fhe, S,

rT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ,

rTA
′
+ (e′)T, rTB+ eT

B, K




λ∈N

≈


1λ, aux, Afhe, B, δT

fhe, ∆,

δT
circ,

(δ′)T, δT
B, K




λ∈N

.

The evasive circular small-secret LWE assumption states that evcsLWES
pre implies evcsLWES

post for
all efficient sampler S.

Remarks. As in [Wee22,WWW22], our evasive circular small-secret LWE is only for public-coin
samplers, enforced by providing the sampler randomness to the distinguisher. This is weaker than
the versions [Tsa22,VWW22] used for witness encryption, which considers private-coin samplers
and the distinguisher, instead of the sampler randomness, gets the auxiliary information produced
as an additional output of the sampler. Assuming evasive LWE only for public-coin samplers
avoids obfuscation-based counterexamples, where P is sampled with a trapdoor and the auxiliary
information contains an obfuscated program with the trapdoor hardwired.

As suggested in [Wee22], the noise magnitude in the postcondition can be made larger than
that in the precondition for a more conservative assumption. We can implement it by requiring
evasive LWE to hold only for samplers with a certain gap between σpost and σpre. We additionally
allow a worse Gaussian preimage K. Unlike [Wee22,WWW22,Tsa22,VWW22], we do not require
an exact advantage relation between the the precondition and postcondition distinguishers (i.e.,
they share the same values of λ for which indistinguishability fails). Other than those two aspects,
our assumption is stronger than the version in [Wee22], and is incomparable to that in [WWW22].

We note that in our formulation, in contrast to eB, eP, the distributions of r, efhe, ecirc, e
′ are

invariant across evcsLWEpre and evcsLWEpost. Intuitively, eB, eP being smaller in the precondition
compensates for the fact that in the postcondition, the noise attached to rTBK is not an independent
eP but correlated with eB. However, this does not apply to r, efhe, ecirc, e

′. In the presence of circular
encryption, a distribution-varying r is difficult to interpret. Lastly, the formulation must consider
different magnitudes for e′, eP — for correctness, efhe, ecirc, e

′ (the last contains attribute encoding
noises) must be small to be successfully refreshed; operationally, the (refreshed) homomorphic
noises are larger than ecirc; for security, eP must be large to flood the homomorphic noises. We
thus settle for the version above.

The sampler is allowed to choose Acirc. Since the public matrices for circuits depend on it, it
must be known to the sampler, either (here) chosen by or (alternatively) given to the sampler. In
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both cases, the structure of (Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) must be incorporated into the assumption,
because the sampler cannot choose S. We settle for one possible version here.

5.2 Construction of KP-ABE

Construction 4 (KP-ABE for circuits of unbounded depth). It works as follows.

• Setup(1L) defines appropriate n,m, q, σ, σ′, σ−1, σpost as described in Section 3, and sets
LS = m(n+ 1)2⌈log2 q⌉2. The algorithm samples

Aattr
$← Z(n+1)×(L+1)m

q , (B, τ) $← TrapGen(1n, 1m, q),

Acirc
$← Z(n+1)×(LS+1)m

q , z $← Zn
q .

It outputs mpk = (n,m, q, σ, σ′, σ−1, σpost,Aattr,Acirc,B, z) and msk = (mpk, τ).

• KeyGen(msk, C) takes as input msk and some circuit C : {0, 1}L → {0, 1}. It computes
AC ← UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C) and samples z′ $← Zn+1

q . The algorithm generates a trapdoor

k $← SampD(B, τ,ACG
−1(z′) + z, σ−1),

where AC ∈ Zn×m
q is the the first n rows of AC . The algorithm outputs skC = (z′,k).

• Enc(mpk,x, µ) takes as input mpk, attribute x ∈ {0, 1}L, and message µ ∈ {0, 1}. It samples
r $← Dn

Z,σ,≤σ
√
λ
and sets s← (rT,−1)T. The algorithm creates a circular encryption by

Afhe
$← Zn×m

q , efhe
$← Dm

Z,σ,≤σ
√
λ
, R $← {0, 1}m×m(n+1)⌈log2 q⌉,

Afhe ←
(

Afhe

rTAfhe + eT
fhe

)
, S← AfheR− bits(s)⊗G,

and the attribute/circular encodings by

eattr
$← D(L+1)m

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, cT

attr ← sT(Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G) + eT
attr,

ecirc
$← D(LS+1)m

Z,σ′,≤σ′
√
λ
, cT

circ ← sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ.

It also generates the message encoding as

eB
$← Dm

Z,σpost,≤σpost

√
λ
, cT

B ← rTB+ eT
B,

emsg
$← DZ,σ′,≤σ′

√
λ, cmsg ← rTz+ emsg + µ · ⌊q/2⌉.

The algorithm outputs ctx = (S, cattr, ccirc, cB, cmsg).

• Dec(mpk, C, skC ,x, ctx) takes mpk, C, skC ,x, ctx as input. It computes(
AC

aT
C

)
= AC ← UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, C),

cT
C,x ← UEvalCX(Aattr, c

T
attr,Acirc, c

T
circ, C,x,S),

c′ ← cmsg + cT
C,xG

−1(z′)− (cT
Bk− aT

CG
−1(z′)).

The algorithm outputs µ′ = 0 if c′ ∈ [−q/4, q/4), and µ′ = 1 otherwise.
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The efficiency parameters of the scheme are

|mpk| = O(L), |skC | = O(1), |ctx| = O(L),

TSetup = O(L), TKeyGen, TDec = O(|C|), TEnc = O(L).

Theorem 22 (¶). Under sLWE (Assumption 1), Construction 4 is strongly f -selectively correct
(Definition 6).

Proof (Theorem 22). The proof resembles that of Theorem 15. When Cj(x) = 0, we write

cT
Cj ,x = sT(ACj − Cj(x)G) + eT

Cj ,x = sTACj + eT
Cj ,x.

By definition,

cT
Bkj − aT

Cj
G−1(z′j) = rTACjG

−1(z′j) + rTz+ eT
Bkj − aT

Cj
G−1(z′j)

= sTACjG
−1(z′j) + rTz+ eT

Bkj ,

=⇒ c′ = cmsg + cT
Cj ,xG

−1(z′j)− (cT
Bkj − aT

Cj
G−1(z′j))

= (rTz+ emsg + µ · ⌊q/2⌉) + (sTACjG
−1(z′j) + eT

Cj ,xG
−1(z′j))

− (sTACjG
−1(z′j) + rTz+ eT

Bkj)

= µ · q/2 + (eT
Bkj + emsg + eT

Cj ,xG
−1(z′j) + µ · (⌊q/2⌉ − q/2)).

When ∥eCj ,x∥ ≤ B, according to our choice of parameters, the total error is bounded by

m · ∥eB∥ · ∥kj∥+ |emsg|+ ∥eCj ,x∥ · ∥(G−1(z′j))
T∥+ 1

≤ m · σpost
√
λ · σ−1

√
m+ σ′√λ+B ·m+ 1 < q/4,

in which case µ′ = µ. From Theorem 14, it follows that Pr[ ∥eCj ,x∥ ≤ B for all j ] is overwhelming
by a standard guessing reduction. This completes the proof.

Stronger Correctness. When using unbounded homomorphic evaluation with stronger correct-
ness, our KP-ABE scheme becomes (computationally or statistically) adaptively correct. We note
that it does not become more secure due to the reliance on evcsLWE.

5.3 Security of KP-ABE

Theorem 23 (¶). Under csLWE (Assumption 1) and evcsLWE (Assumption 2), Construction 4 is
very selectively secure (Definition 7).

Proof (Theorem 23). Technically, we are considering simulation security (the constrained variant,
so there is no decrypting key). In general, this can be done by using the normal Setup,KeyGen to
generate keys and encrypting any message chosen by the simulator under the known attribute, but
it is more convenient in our proof to simulate the ciphertext as uniformly random.

Let A be an efficient adversary against the very selective security of Construction 4. Consider
the following sampler S(aux):

• Parse aux into (r, r′).

• Launch A(r) to obtain (1L,x, {Cj}j∈[J ]), where x ∈ {0, 1}L and Cj : {0, 1}L → {0, 1} with
Cj(x) = 1 for all j ∈ [J ].
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• Pick n,m, q, σ′, σ′, σ−1, σpost as in Setup(1L). Pick an appropriate σpre.

• Sample Aattr =

(
Aattr

aT
attr

)
,Acirc =

(
Acirc

aT
circ

)
, z, {z′j}j∈[J ] in a straight-forward way20 using r′.

• Compute and set(
ACj

aT
Cj

)
= ACj ← UEvalC(Aattr,Acirc, Cj), pj ← ACjG

−1(z′j) + z,

A
′ ← (Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G, z), P← (p1, . . . ,pJ),

where G is the first n rows of G.

• Output (Acirc,A
′
,P, σ, σ′, σ−1, σpost, σpre).

We first show that evcsLWES
post implies ABE security against A by proving that in Expf -sel+,0

PHFE , the

challenge ciphertext is pseudorandom. We can rewrite the view of A in Expf -sel+,0
PHFE as

mpk = (n,m, q, σ, σ′, σ−1, σpost,Aattr,Acirc, B , z), {skj}j∈[J ] = ({z′j}j∈[J ], K ),

ctx = ( S , cattr, ccirc, cB , cmsg), where

cT
attr = sT(Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G) + eT

attr

= rT(Aattr − (1,xT)⊗G) + eT
attr − aT

attr + (1,xT)⊗ ιTn+1 ⊗ gT,

cT
circ = sT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT

circ

= rT(Acirc − (1, bits(S))⊗G) + eT
circ − aT

circ + (1, bits( S ))⊗ ιTn+1 ⊗ gT,

cmsg = rTz+ emsg + µ · ⌊q/2⌉.

Here, the boxed terms are from the non-aux part of the first distribution in evcsLWES
post. In the

right distribution of evcsLWES
post, all components of ctx are one-time padded by a random value

due to the boxed terms. From that we conclude the very selective security of Construction 4.
It remains to prove evcsLWES

pre using csLWE. This is highly analogous to the proof of Theorem 16
except there is one more level of “one-time pad indirection”. We omit the details here.

5.4 Attribute-Unbounded Depth-Unbounded KP-ABE

We can apply the result of [GKW16] to obtain KP-ABE unbounded in both attribute length and
circuit depth:

Corollary 24 (KP-ABE for circuits of unbounded depth and input length). Under csLWE (As-
sumption 1) and evcsLWE (Assumption 2), there exists a strongly f -selectively correct (Definition 6),
very selectively secure (Definition 7) KP-ABE scheme for circuits of unbounded depth and input
length (Definition 5) with

|mpk| = O(1), |skC | = O(L), |ctx| = O(|x|),
TSetup = O(1), TKeyGen, TDec = O(|C|), TEnc = O(|x|),

where L is the input length of C (not |x|).
20Precisely speaking, r′ conditioned on Aattr,Acirc, z, {z′j}j∈[J] should be efficiently sampleable given them so that

r′ does not contain a trapdoor breaking LWE for those public matrices.
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The generic transformation of [GKW16] only handles equal-length matching, i.e., x must be of
exactly the input length of C for decryption to succeed. It can be extended to prefix matching
when based on Construction 4 with two changes:

• For correctness, we use a PRF to generate an exponentially large Aattr matrix (instead of
unrelatedAattr matrices for different lengths), and use the relevant parts of it in key generation
and encryption. This ensures that skC and ctx use the same Aattr for decryption to succeed.

• For security, we transform C and x into C ′ and (Lx,x), where Lx = |x| is the λ-bit binary
representation of the length of x and

C ′(Lx,x
′) =

{
C(x′), if Lx ≥ L;

1, if Lx < L;

with L being the input length of C and x′ (hopefully) a prefix of x. In the security proof,
during reduction to Construction 4, we choose (|x|, (x,0)) for 0 of appropriate length when
generating the challenge ciphertext (part of which is thrown away) so that the challenge has
the correct length as far as Construction 4 is concerned and policy circuits taking overlong
input are sure to reject decryption.

When using unbounded homomorphic evaluation with stronger correctness, the scheme becomes
(computationally or statistically) adaptively correct.
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